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Daily f'.axinf ! Ml Jj U nnWeather Forecast fx , j The guileless guy is
not always the guy--i
iess guy.
Cloudy with thunder
storms tonight
and Weunesday. EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIAT EP PREG LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
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OLD LETlTO GRADUATE THE SENATOR TillFALL GUARD AGAINST TUBERCULOSIS.Columbia, Term., June 17. Planslor popular instruction in the rules
which must be followed to decrease
DEFENDS VIOLENT
ACTIONS OF
Senator Martlne interrupted Mr.
Mai tine's story of negotiations to d
that he tell what he knew of
i the armored I rain attack on Holly
Grove camp.
I Mr. Morton described arranging for
'ihe trip with Sheriff Bonner Hill, and
j buying :I rifles in Charleston to arm
Ithe men on the train. Mr. Morton
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tne amount or tuberculosis among
negroes were discussed here today
at the ansual convention of the Ten-
nessee Colored Physicians' associa-
tion. The speakers pointed out that
as comparatively few negroes are
able to take advantage of climaies
that are beneficial to sufferers from
consumption, all thA more reason
exists why the colored race should
take even greater precautions against
the disease than the whites. The
physicians were urged to be a power
for sanitation in the negro quarters
of their communities.
WILLIAM ALDEN SMITH SAYS
COMPANIES AND INDIVIDUALS
SHOULD BE HEARD.
NEW MEXICO SENATOR WISHES
TO REPEAL LAW FORBIDDING
EXPORTATION TO MEXICO
SENATOR HITCHCOCK SUGGESTS
NEW METHOD OF COLLECTING
INCOME REVENUE
ACCUSED SUFFRAGETTE MAKES
SPEECH IN COURT WARMLY
. PRAISING MILITANCY
WHILE INVESTIGATING
TEE WORKS, DISQUIETING
' NEWS COMES IN.
asserted that before the train reached
'lolly Grove the lights were turned
down on the train because Sheriff
Hill said the train was likely to be
"shot up." . Sheriff Hill was In charge
ci the train, according to Morton. He
said he saw a cabin crowded with wo-
men and children just before the train
reached Holly Grove.
"It was our belief," he said "that
IT HIES HIM' NO HARMFEDERALS MOSSING THE LINEWILL DIE FOR THE BALLOTHOLD INDIGNATION MEETING TO STRIKE MONOPOLIES
TRUSTS CONTROLLING v LARGE
PERCENTAGES OF PRODUC-- '
TION MUST PAY HIGHER
THE SOLON BELIEVES LOBBY-
ISTS DO NOT EXERT ANY
INFLUENCES FOR EVIL.
DISGUISED AS LABORERS, THEY
FLOCK ACROSS IN BANDS AT
COLUMBUS, N. M.
MISS KENNEY DECLARES NO SAC-
RIFICE WOULD BE TOO GREA"r
FOR THE CAUSE
WEST VIRGINIA MINERS ARE NOT
SATISFIED WITH THE TREND
OF EVENTS.
women and children had been remov-
ed from there by the miners and that
we were going to have trouble.
"Jn?t as n't tn Holly Grove," he
,
"f heard two shots that seemed
BANKERS AT GRAND F.ORKS.
Grand Forks, N. D., June 17. The
annual convention of the North Da-
kota Bankers association was called
to order here this morning by Presi
PRESIDENTIAL SUGGESTIONTO TAKE IT TO THE FLOORJUAREZ READY FOH BATTLEINSPIRED BY THE CABINETHEARINGS END TOMORROW to come from the camp. One window
iii the car was broken and a second
PRESENCE OF THE SENATORS later a general fusillade, both from
IT IS HIS BELIEF THAT THE EX-
ECUTIVE HAS THE RIGHT TO
PROPOSE LEGISLATION.
FATHER OF THE SCHEME SAYS
IT WAS SMOTHERED BY THE
SENATE COMMITTEE
WITH INCREASED GARRISON IT
IS MAKING PREPARATIONS
FOR STRONG DEFENSE
NEEDED IN WASHINGTON, lad irain ana irom me camp, whs on
SAYS OFFICIALS' STATEMENTS
MAKE WOMEN'S REBELLION
JUSTIFIABLE ONEIS THE EXPLANATION.
dent R. S. Adams. There was a large
attendance at the opening session
and all parts of the state were rep-
resented. Mayor M. F. Murphy wel-
comed the visiting members and Mr.
Lewis F. Crawford of Sentinel Butte
responded in" behalf of the visitors.
The rest of the morning session was
devoted to the reading of the annual
reports of the various officers and
committees.
T shot, of course, just as everybody
'
else did." ' ,
Glad He's Not a Lawyer
Herd Senator Martine clashed again
with the lawyers. Mr. Morton and
Attorney Vinson remonstrated ex-
citedly when Senator Martine demand- -
Charleston, W. Va., June 17. With
scores of witnesses called to tell the
Washington, June 17. Senator Fall
of New Mexico today introduced a
resolution which would repeal the
law which permitted' former President
Taft to forbid the exportation of arms
and ammunition to Mexico.
mine operators' side of the labor
controversy in the Paint Creek and
London, June 17. Six of the most
prominent leaders of the militant
suffragettes' organization and one of
their male supporters were today
found guilty at the Central criminal
court,of conspiracy to commit malic-
ious damage to property The trial
Cabin Creek district, the senate hear-
ings here will end tomorrow night.
ed: '
has lasted several days. The women
Washington, June 17. A graduat-
ed income tax on corporations having
a capital stock of more than $100,000,-00- 0
and controlling more than one-fourt- h
of the production in their re-
spective lines, was proposed to the
iinance committee today by Senator
Hitchcock from the floor of the sen-
ate. He stated that as tho committee
had rejected his proposal to lay a
special tax upon the "tobacco trust"
he offered the new amendment as a
substitute.
"I propose to take these amend-
ments to the democratic caucus, If the
"In your conscience do you approve
of the use of a machine gun to shoot
up a village inhabitated by defense-
less women and children?"
As the lawyers argued over the
question Senator Martine shouted:
"I thank God, I am not a lawyer."
BANKERS DISCUSS LEGISLATION.
Atlantic City, N. J June 17.
Great interest is attached in banking
and financial circles to the meeting
of the currency commission of the
American Bankers' association, which
began here today with.Cbalrman A.
Barton Hepburn presiding. Nomi
nally the meeting was called to con- -
finance committee rejects them, and aAor and complete business of a
floor of the routine character, but it is believedto carry them to the
. .a v
senate itself, it necessary," declared to be trig real purpose n wo
A HEAT WAVE.
Washington, June 17. The heat
wave prevailing from the Rocky
mountains to the Atlantic coast prom-Ise- s
to continue for the next 48 hours.
The only parts of the heat-stricXe- n
territory where any relief may be ex-
pected are southern New England,
the upper Ohio valley and the south
portion of the lake region. Slightly
lower temperatures tonight and
Wednesday are promised for them,
rToday promises ' high temperatures
almost everywhere east of Denver.
the Nebraska senator as he faced
Chairman Simmons of the finance
committee. "
Senator Hitchcock explained that
his new proposal to tax the "trusts"
ing to debate the currency ana imn.
program of the Wilson administra-
tion. It is expected there will be a
general exchange of views on the sub-
ject of currency legislation, the re-
sults of which will be submitted to
Stealing Minerals.
Douglas, Ariz., June 17. Mexican
federal soldiers, disguised as labor-
ers, have been crossing the border
between" Columbus, N. M., and
Ariz., in small groups. Little
attention was attracted until today
it was learned that nearly 200 of
these men are organizing in the
mountains south of. this border point
with the supposed purpose of cutting
the railways and Harassing the
state troops controlling the entire
northern portion of the state of
The expeditions are said to have
been organized at El Paso, Texas.
American refugees arriving here re-
port a witiaiwiditiod
and federal camps in southern a,
where smallpox is raging. Poor
sanitation is blamed.
Mining men report thefts of min-
eral's from American properties.
Squatter operators, with crude smelt-
ing facilities, are said to be convert-
ing the silver and gold ores into a
form which can be smuggled out of
the country.
were officials of the Women's Social
and Political union, while-th- e man
was Edward Clayton, an analytical
chemist.
The jury handed in a recommenda-
tion for mercy in the cases of Miss
Lake, Miss Lennox and Miss Barnett.
The sentences imposed on the mil-
itant suffragettes were:
Miss Annie Kenney, 18 months;
Mrs. Beatrice Saunders, 18 months;
Miss Harriet Kerr, 12 months; Miss
Rachel Barrett, nine months; Miss
Agnes Lake and Miss Laura Lennox,
six months each; Edward Oiayton, 21
months. .
All the prisoners were committed
to the Third riivislQ,nK.wh.ch entans
hard 'labor.
- Each defendant was ordered to pay
of the costs of the pros-
ecution, and was bound over to keen
the peace for a year after the periof
of imprisonment.
With the' exception of Mrs. Saun-
ders all the' women loudly proclaimed
their intention of going on a "hun-
ger strike."'1"
provided that on corporations control-
ling one-thir- d of the production, the be United States senate.
Washington, j3uiie 17. (Senator
William Alden Smith of Michigan, de-
clared before the senate lobby inves-
tigation committee that th clauses
in the sundry civil bill now awaltlas
President W'ilson's signature exempt-
ing labor unions and farmers' organ-
izations from prosecution under the
Sherman anti-tru- law, represented
the work of a lobby.
The American Federation of Labor,
he declared, had lobbied for the ex-
emptions, although Samr.el Gompers,
the senator said, had admitted to him
that it was class legislation, a term
former President Taft used in veto-
ing the bill last spring.
,"The very bill on the president's
desk this morning," he said, "was
put through by a lobby of labor or-
ganizations; they know there is class
'legislation in it. Samuel Gompers
admitted to me it was cliiss legisla-
tion and that is the kind of lobby 1
think exists.
"Ot course the American F-- 'na-
tion' has a" lobby her :. 1 dv.n't
it. They hare a riKht to tie
here; so have the sugar people ami
the steel people and the others. I
think there is a very considerable
lobby here; thera always has been
and always will be and 1 think it is
appropriate and' right for them to be
here.
"In everything I have done here I
have encountered the lobbyit does
not do me any harm. I encountered
it in the Titanic investigation ami
the Mexican revolution. They are
here and they have a right to be
here."
Senator Smith added he knew Jclim
Norris of the "newspaper people"
had been here for free print paper.
"He was for it and I was asalast
It," said the senator. "I own a raPOr
but I am more of a protectionist
than a newspaper man," he added.
"Temperance people" had main-
tained a lobby in Wasmngtc-n- .
"You do not attach any odious sig-
nificance to the lobby, do you?" asCl
Senator "Walsh.
"I do not; it is obstinate and ofleu
unwise, but these people have a rlcbt
to be here and be heard."
Senator Smith said, he approved
of the use of Influence by presidents.
CU1ENCY GILL WILL
BE PRESENTED SOON
Senator Swanson, cuairman of the
committee, declared that the situa-
tion in Washington demands the
presence of the committee and that
It would be necessary to leave
Charleston at the earliest possible
moment. u
News of critical conditions in the
hills continued to come In to Charles- -
ton today, although
'
union officials
declared they were doing their best
to keep the men on Paint Creek at
work, where they asserted that some
50 men who participated in a strike
meeting on Sunday were discharged.
They said the men were rapidly re-
turning to work.
The operators in town said they
ware having no difficulty Jriinning
their plants. The union officials
have called a meeting for tomorrow
of the 'legislative board of District
29, which covers, the big New River
coal fields. They dec'iare that a
strike will undoubtedly Je voted on
at all the mines in the New River
field which fail to make an agree-
ment with the union.
A Wordy Controversy
A wordy controversy between C. C.
Watts of counsel for the operators
and Senator Martine enlivened the
opening of today's session. Senator
Martine was examining Dr. J. W. Ash-by- ,
physician for' the Cabin Creek
Consolidated Coal company, as to
sanitary conditions in the strike zone.
Br. Ashby said sanitary conditions
were as "good as they were any-wjier- e
else around mines." The sen
ator contradicted this statement, and
when he and the witness engaged in
an argument Mr. Watts interfered.
"Mr. Chairman, I object to the sen-
ator, who is supposed to be sitting as
a fair Judge," he shouted, "browbeat- -
SPARE THE ROD, ETC.
Monticello, N. T., June 17. Mrs. B.
Wolfe, of Ferndale, Sullivan county,
near here, tried to spank, her young
son today and in so doing upset an
011 stove. In the fire that followed
12 business houses and three dwell-
ings, including the Wolfe hiase, were
tax would be 15 per cent of their net
annual profits and on those control-
ling 50 per cent, a tax of 25 per cent.
"New York papers have denounced
my tobacco tax as socialistic," said
Senator Hitchcock. "I am ready to
accept anything socialistic if it will
do the work. I do not think if we are
faced with big monopolizing products
in defiance of law and public opinion
and the spirit of decrees of courts,
we should be too squeamish about the
method adopted for dealing with
them,"
. The amendment was formally refer-
red to the finance committee.
FRIDAY IS THE DAY SELECTED
BY MR. GLASS OF HOUSE ,
FINANCE COMMITTEE.
destroyed. The loss will reach $100,- - Woman's Impassioned Speech.
London, June 17 An impassioned000.
outrages. , .,.. w sneech in defense of thexne names spreaa u iivuy .... committed by m.litan Buffraetteall of the business section was,
delivered today at the Centra,
wiped out. Firemen from three townsjwas
, ,, finaiw racked' criminal court by Miss Annie Kenney,
Washington, June 17. The curren-
cy reform plan will be presented to
the house in an administration 1)111
by Representative Glass of Virginia,
chairman of the house banking and
currency committee, on Friday. Mr.
Glass planned to confer again too ay
with President Wilson, though the bill
is now for all purposes complete.
President Wilson's message is to be
presented to the house Friday and
the delay in the introduction of the
bill is to permit precedence to the
message.
who was on trial ior complicity,
i adrdess served to enliven the proceed
' TODAY IN CONGRESS
Washington, June 17.
Senate.
Met at noon.
Finance committee democrats con-
tinued consideration of tariff bill.
Senators Smith of Michigan and
Colt testified before the lobby inves-
tigating committee.
Senator Chamberlain introduced a
bill to authorize the building ot a
government railway in Alaska.
A message from the Brazilian sen
ings and her concluding words creat
;ed a great impression.
the flames with dynamite.
REST IN BED A CURE
FOR TUBERCUlOSiS
"If I have got to die to get the vote,'
she. said, "I will die willingly, what
ever the verdict of the jury today."
Greater interest was taken in to-
day's proceedings than in any previ
fcnllvlno- 1,1 nrttTioaa. TTe ARIZONA'' PHYSICIAN SAYS IT IS ous stage of the trial. The entrance
cf the accused. Miss Harriett Kerr,Should not take advantage of his po- - THE ONLY METHOD THAT IS
Mn Ames Lake Miss Rachael Bar- -
GENGY TO DANDLE
FOBEIGN ADVERTISING
EDITORS HOLD MELTING
Colorado Springs, Col., June 17.
Editors and newspaper men in gen-
eral from all sections of the United
States are gathered here in the
shadow of majestic Pike's Peak, to
attend the national convention of the
National Editorial association which
opened here today for a three days'
Session. The program arranged lor
tne convention is unusually interest-
ing and includes addresses by a num-
ber of noted newspaper owners and
editors from various parts of the
country. The most extensive prep-
arations have been made for the en-
tertainment of the visiting editors
and for a week after the adjournment
of the convention they will lie kept
busy sightseeing. Tours have bepn
arranged to the top of Pike's Peak,
to the Cave of the Winds, Manitou
Springs, Canon City, Cripple. Creek
sition as a senator ct the United suootssi-uL-.
rett, Mrs. Beatrice Saunders, Miss An- -
Minneapolis, Minn., June 17. The'nie Kenney, Miss Laura Lennox and
American Medical association met for j E(lwin ' Cln-Mo- chemical adviser to
the opening session of its sixty-fourt- h ithe:;:.TrogettPH. found the court room
annual convention at the Auditorium (.rowde(j;
States."
Senator Martine leaped to his feet
and shouted:
"I am a senator of the United States
and I'm exercising my prerogatives
aa senator. You gentlemen with wealth
FRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL
PRESS ASSOCIATION MAKES
RECOMMENDATION
j He said that every president since
Cleveland had undertaken to tafla-- j
ence legislation and added that if h
ihad been in the White House Tift
'would have done the' same thing.
today. Dr. John Witherspoon of
and power at your command should Nashville, Tenn., president or tne
sanitary conditions to protect sedation, was installed, taking charge
Mies Annie Kenney, in her speech,
assorted that the action of the Ulster
unionists and the speeches of cabinet
ministers, who, she said, had asserted
that the unenfranchised were justified
in rebelling in order to get, their griev-
ances remedied, furnished ample war- -
ate expressing gratification at the re-
ception of Dr. Lauro Muller was read.
President W'ilson nominated Thom-
as Nelson Page as ambassador to
Italy and P. A. Stovail as minister to
Switzerland.
Senator Borah demanded immedi-
ate legislation on behalf of home-
stead entrynien of Oregon, Idaho and
other western states.
Senator Owen introduced a resolu-
tion to direct the secretary of com-
merce to Investigate whether the
price of oil in Oklahoma was being
artificially fixed.
House
Met at noon.
Representative Henry George, Jr.,
Twenty-firs- t New York district, was
sworn in.
the lives of these working men.
Colorado Springs, Colo., June li.
Closer organization and the consider-
ation of effective methods of promot-
ing the business interests of the mem- -
of the jirosnmi. and deuvorea nis an-
nual address. Welcoming addresses
were made by state, city and univer-
sity officers. Following the open Ins and Denver. One of. the
entertain
"West Virginia," interrupted Mr.
Watts, "does not need to go to the
mosquito-ridde- n swamps of New Jer-
sey to learn sanitation." '
Both Senator Martine and Mr.
tbe wiui jjuhbm.uv u niuoiva banquet atiutls
of an advertising agency, were urged
ment features will be
the Antlers hotel.
SEARCHING FOR OIL FIELDS
New Orelans, La., June 17. W iV--
oil wells now well under way at Umw
points on the gulf cot I f. 1(1
aa intern flnf? uV v.v
ment in the extension of ; 1" '
program addresses were ninde by sev-- 1 ra!,t for the course pursued by
eral visitiu physicians
'
"j militant suffragettes.
Rest in bed is the greatest curativeWatts were arsuins heatedly when
.
'
by President A. D. Moffett of Elwood,
Ind.,. of the National Press
.. . Arot,rica at the' opening sestu-
-
Rpnnfnr tranvnn intorninfed aeent there is in cases of active SUNDAY SCHOOL: WOOL TRADE "SPOTTY."
iirKtin limp 17. Trading in Evansville, Ind., June i7. Nearlydo- -"Either stop this or let's adjourn," berculosis of the lungs, according tc sion of the twenty-eight- annual con- territory is a possibility. That ta.
mestic wools is said to be "spotty one thousand Sunday school workers ventk)tl of the association, which con-!l- s a great parent pol cf
and teachers are gathered here forRequest ot Representative Henry the Gulf of Mexico f rt i w l
tariea extend .into the
theory accepted by im y. C
a paper by Dr. John W. Flinn of Fres-cot- t,
Ariz. Dr. Fllnn, whose subject
was "pulmonary Tuberculosis," said:
"One or two months In bed are nec-
essary to the treatment of all cases
If the disease is very active the pa- -
he said, and Senator Swanson took
command of the situation. Senator
Swanson defended the position of
Senator Martine and reprimanded Mr.
Watts.,
Quinn Morton, who owns several
vened here today. The susscot ions
were made during the course ot a re-
sponse to addresses of welcome by
Mayor C. L. McKesson of Colorado
Springs and I. N. Stevens of Ifonver.
for printing 100,000 copies of money the annual convention of the Indiana
trust investigating committee's re Sunday School association, whion
port objected to. .opened here ; today at the Trinity
Representative Humphrey Intro- - Methodist church. The program for
duced a bill to prevent represent- - the three days of the convention in- -
1
era have been fc
'rr (f ' ' "
1, 'f'(a3 :
with values still holding low levels.
The feature is a recent sale of half-bloo- d
Montana staple at between 20
and 21 cents. Bidders for the new
clip are more active in the west
In the fleece wool section general
apathy seems to prevail, although
some new Ohio has been sold at 23
for unwashed delaine. A fair quality
of pulled wool has been taken
f j. i i it
Jc
V
t l
tp.,l to fill an unexpired term eludes daily general meetings attives elect
mines on Cabin Creek, and who was tient should be fed by a nurse and
charged by Lee Calvin, former mine treated as in typhoid fever. Bed
guard, with participating In the attack treatment should be continued until
nnW Grnvo with the, armnrpfl tAninerature and nulsebave both
t li) iv 1 s
If n no i
f a ; ti i
i h rt i t i
been normal for some little time and
weight is nearly normal. The rest
train, was examined at length as to
the negotiations which preceded the
"Changed and coin " i?c c i'u n.
have created a demand for soim-thin-
more than mere aocin'-m,- t' 1
President Mofoit. "The lo t it
paid for advert m 1 y tho indite
mm and tbn Jarf i is v i lc
through it Is ivt'l 1 no it It i . a
growing acj rrr ' ' 't Unf - c
our menitura !' t fi a ' j f f t
handling of fui i - t
strike. He said the contracts for the treatment of tuberculosis has been at an
founded with brilliant results." (WILSON MAKES APPOiNl tvitiN i o
let 3
t cl V
T C
Trinity church, departmental con-
ferences and committee meetings at
the Walnut Street Presbyterian, the
First Baptist and the Grace Memor-
ial churches, with numerous addresses
by noted speakers and interesting
discussion by experts In the Sunday
school foid. Among the social feat-
ures will be a dinner for county pres-
idents, secretaries and treasurers and
another for elementary teachers and
teachers training graduates and a
number of rallies and receptions.
from drawing salary from the time
seat was vacant.
Representative Campbell' introduc-
ed a bill 1 reduce number of rep-
resentatives to 233 utter March 3,
1917.
Representative Cop'joy
a child labor bill.
P.owesenifiiive Uryan i discussed
forestry and defended Pinchct con-
servation r:iclc's- -
Adjourned at 1M3 p. m. until noon
Friday.
The lack of modern facilities afford-- ;
output of his mines were made in 1910
and ran for five years. This preclud-
ed his pnying the increase in wages
demanded by the miners. He went in-
to the details of the miners' demands
tni replies of the operators, and said
the question finally settled down to
a question of recognition of the union.
Washington, June 17. President
Wilson today made the following
nominations:
Ambassador to Ita'iy, Thomas Nel-
son Page of Virginia; minister to
Switzerland, Pleasant A. Sfovall of
Georgia.
be cBlabii f 1. I'll i ' r
talliza the !' '
.; I ! ' 1 i
ed by hospitals in the smaller com-
munities, and the possibilities of fit-
ting ,iP dwelling houses in the small-
er communities Into private hospitals
was discussed by Dr. John A, Horn y
of Chicago.
i
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RANCHMAN LIVING NEAR TRIM
DAD HAS PECULIAR EXPERI- -
ENCE DURING A STORM
Trinidad, Colo., June 17. Jose T.
Martinez, a ranchman who resides in
the vicinity of Cokedale, and who is
aa brother-in-la- of former County
.
" EXCEPT
Nemo Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose,
Wunderhose, Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks,
Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silk, Butterick Pat-
terns and Publications, all Threads and all
Shoes
EVERYTHING
FOR MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN
AT ONE THIRD OFF
The Greatest Money Saving Opportunity of the Season
EXCEPT
Nemo Corsets, ,Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose,
YVunderhose, Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks,
Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silk, Butterick Pat-
terns and Publications, all Threads and all
Shoes
HALF OFF
Clerk Juan Romero, experienced a re
markaltle escape from death Saturday
afternoon when he was struck ana ran
dered unconscious by a bolt of light
nius that killed a team of horses he
was driTlns. The lightning burned
the body of Martinez in spiral stripes, ALF OFFLaa Veaa'LGfl.difvef Store
nd S.$asemm&t fs Sonon all Women's Wool Coats, Wool Suits, Silk aWool Dresses and Trimmed Hats on all Women's Wool Coats, Wool Suits. Silk andWool Dresses and Trimmed Hats
Established 1862 SottthSidoRaji. SALE PTJK CASH ONLYiSIK FOR CASH ONLY
and most beneficial and profitable fair game and was a close student of per
ripping open his clothes to the sKin
and singeing his hair and eyebrows.
His hat was cut into ribbons. He was
found unconscious sitting erect, in the
sent of his wagon, by a cousin, Lucas
Moya, returning from the Starkville
mine. The effect of the lightning had
turned the injured man's body a
brownish black so as to make him al-
most beyond recognition. He was tak-
en home and revived and, save for the
burns he is feeling no other effects
of the experience.
The lightning in striking him ran
up one side of the body to the neck
and, passed off apparently thjrough
the crown of the hat. Splitting, it
ran up the other side, causing a red
spiral stripe and below the let the
electric branding iron burned a cross
Into the flesh of the leg. Under the
ever held In the state. sonal character, which in part ac-
counts for his really wonderful career
as a trainer. He knew whether to
drive or coax his charges in train-
ing, an.d suited his methods to the
Yours very respectfully ,
D. K. B.' SELLERS,
Acting Manager,
' Santa Fe, N. M., June 16, 1913.
TENNIS COP HAS
A LENGTHY
RECORD
absurd as it may appear on first sight.
Almost every city of any size in the
United States today has a playground
commission, or some similar body or
individual whose duty it is to prepare
for and govern the activities of the
children in the city parks and play-
grounds. The recreative center idea
is rapidly spreading, and more space
is being devoted to children and pas
uiniiier and
Excursionman in hand.One of the greatest tributes ever ElatesSpecial
time work each year. Who shall say
paid to Mike Murphy was made by
Jack Moakley, the Cornell trainer.
During a talk at an intercollegiate
meet in Cambridge several years ago
Moakley said: "Mike Murphy put the
college' athletic trainer on a clean and
that in 1944, "Ministers of Athletics,"
Ifon. D. K. B. Sellers,
Acting Manager, Alb. State Fair,
Albuquerque, N. M.
My Dear Colonel Sellers:
Upon my return here yesterday 1
found your letter notifying me of my
selection as superintendei; of Olymp-
ic Games for the thirty-thir- d New
Mexico State fair. I want to assure
you that I appreciate this honor and
will begin immediately to boost for
the success of the games at the fair.
HAS BEEN CONTESTED FOR BY
MANY ATHLETES, FREQUENT-
LY CHANGING OWNERSHIP
representing perhaps a dozen coun-
tries, may not meet at the Hague trib
unal to consider new rules for the In
throat the two stripes come together
pnd spread, out on eahc side of the
reck.
When Moya found the two dead
horses and recognized his relative he
ifui back to the mine and summoned
n number of men. The men unhitch- -
honorable pedestal and made it a
business that any man might be proud
CALIFORNIA ? NORTHWEST
Round trip tickets will be on sale dailyfrom June i to September 30, 1913, withfinal limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913.
ternational game of baseball?
to follow as a life work. His efforts
as the dean of trainers made it pos
I feel sure I can arouse state-wid- e sible for many others to copy his
methods and secure lucrative positions.
e1 he dead horses and pulled the
wf-c- n containing the unconscious
man to his home at Cokedale.
New June 17. With the prelimin-
ary play in the international contest
for the possession of the Davis cup,
emblematic of the world's lawn ten-
nis championship, completed, the re-
sults inthe final and challenge rounds
are being awaited with interest by
followers of the court game in all
parts of the world. In no other play
of international character has the ef
interest in this portion of the pro-
gram which I expect to make one of
BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
It has been observed that beautiful
women always have good digestion.
If your digestion Is faulty Chamber-
lain's Tablets will correct it. They
are easy to take and most agreeable
in effect. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
Much of the inspiration shown by his
followers is due to Murphy's examplethe attractive features of the faV.
and personality. There is only one
Mike Murphy."
$48.50
$43.50
$55.00
$50.00
With high regards, I am.
Very truly yours,
ALVAN N. WHITE.
rrt CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
U.D BROMO Quinine
Txbleis Druggists refund money If It
tails to cure E. W. GROVE'S Big
i. iirp g on each box. 25c.
fort to win and retain the champion When the Yale and Harvard varsity
eights paddle to the starting line at
Los Angeles or San Diego
Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco -
.
- --
Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco one way
Portland or Seattle
Special dates, shorter limit
New London next Friday the flash of
GEORGE COLEMAN ARRESTED.
Albuquerque, N. M , June 17.
George Coleman, (Wooden Legged
Bill), who escaped from the county
jail in Santa Fe on the night of June
viathe starter's pistol will mark the sixty--
first anniversary of the initial boat
race between these col'egiate rivals. $77.50
$72.50Next to the annual Oxford-Cambridg- eNEWS FROM THE CAPITAL regatta, it is the oldest and most fa
The
NEW BISHOP CONSECRATED.
Boston, June 17. Clergymen and
laymen of the Episcopal church in
New England were brilliantly repre-
sented here today at the consecra-
tion of Archdeacon Samuel G. Bab-coc- k
as suffragan bishop of Massa-
chusetts. The ceremony was per-
formed' in accordance with the fu'il
Episcopal ritual In Trinity church, of
which the new- - bishop has been a
communicant since boyhood. Bishop
Lawrence of Boston was the conse-crato- r,
assisted by Bishop Brewster
of Connecticut and Bishop Coadjutor
Parker of New Hampshire. Bishop
Davies of western Massachusetts
preached the sermon.
Fe. N. M.. June 17.
Tickets are first class, good for stopoversin either direction, and for further particulars
as to routing etc.. please call at ticket office.
mous event of - university aquatic
sports. Viewing the picturesque scene
on the Trames river at New London,
it is hard to conjecture a comparison
with the first race rowed way back in
1852. Although there had been more
or leas rowing by student boat clubs
at both Harvard and Yale, beginning
about 1S14, it was not until eight
years later that a direct challenge
D. L. BATCHELOR, Agent
ship been so frequent and sustained.
Since the cup was first donated by
Dwight F. Davis for world-wid- e com-
petition, eight countries or colonies
have made repeated tries for first
honors with the racquet.
The opening play for the Davis cup
was held in 1900, with United States
and United Kingdom teams compet-
ing. The American players retained
the trophy during the following two
years, but in 1903 the famous Doher-t- y
brothers lifted the prize. Nineteen
hundred and five witnessed the first
real international play, when France,
England, Australia and the United
States all entered players, and when
the tournaments were ended England
still held the trophy. Again, In 1906,
Australia, United States and the Uni-
ted Kingdom were represented, and
the challenge round saw the United
Kingdom defeating the United States
team.
The next summer America forced
Australia out of the running but lost
to England. The real upset came in
1907, for the Antipodian players eli-
minated the United States team, and,
by defeating England's best, took the
cup "Down Under." Both England
and America tried to recover the tro
was sent from the New Haven oars
ji iois in the federal court with addi-
tional names in San Miguel, Mora,
Torrance, Sandoval Santa Fe and Rio
Arriba counties have been called for
June 23 when the case of Florence
Lillian Garcia vs. Petra Garcia, et al.,
will be heard.
Don't Like Our Methods
The Texas Fidelity and Bonding
company, which made application to
do business .in this state, hi. with-
drawn its application, because thp
company does not like the idea that
New Mexic o insist upon, of requirli-;-
insurance companies to deposit $20,-00-
as a sort of guarantee of good
faith before starting in to write
men to those at Cambridge. The defy
was accepted by the Oneida club, for
Harvard, and the date set for August
9th, is in the city jail in Albuquer-
que and will be taften oack to the
capital tomorrow by feheriff Tom
Closson, who will arrive, tonight for
his prisoner.
Chief of Police McMillin received
a tip last night that Coleman would
ride into Albuquerque on the top of
Santa Fe train No. 9. Night Mar-
shall O'Grady was detailed on the
case. When train No. 9 arrived a
search failed to reveal anybody that
looked like George Coleman. One
"bo" was picked off the top of the
train. He did not have a wooden leg
and could not qualify and was book-
ed as a tresspasser. O'Grady made
a tour of the lower yards, believing
that Coleman might have played the
freights. He telephoned to Isleta,
asking the officers there to be on the
lookout for him. A Santa Fe con-
ductor on a southbound freight found
Coleman on his train and turned him
over to the special officer at Isleta.
Coleman was arrested in Santa Fe
on a charge of attempting to assault
a policeman. He told Chief of Po-
lice McMillin today that he went from
Santa Fe to Lamy and hid in the sand
hills near there cntil yesterday. He
escaped through a. window in the jail,
he says, bended bars permitting him
to get away.
THERE IS NOTHING BETTER
Hunt the world over and you will
not find a better remedy for diarrhoea
than Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy. It always cures.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
3, the race to be rowed on Lake Win
nepiseogee. Center Harbor, N. H.
According to one version, Yale sent
two eight-oare- d barges named Undine
and Shawniut to compete against Har
Another Beu-geJ- n
The fine residence of J. K. Martin, No. 1005 Grand Avenue,
has been phced in our hands for sale at a very low price owing
to the family leaving the city.
THIS KIUSTOE AT OliGE
For price and terms see
The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING, Pres. and Mjr.
vard's Oneida Another account of
that day gave Yale's entry as HalcyonThe Mutual Life Insurance com These are but details, however, for
the race resulted in a Harvard victorypany has come across with $880 back
A Worker Appreciates This
Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence,
Oregon, says: "For the last fourteen
years my kidneys and bladder Incapa-
citated me for all work. About eight
months ago I began using Foley Kid-
ney Pills, and they have done what
ether medicines failed to do, and now
I am feeling fine. I recommend Fo-
ley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store.
the Oneida finishing first in a two-
mile pull by about two lengths, and
taxes on return premiums, but has
registered a kick, and of course does
not agree with the state attorney
general, who made a clear cut ruling,
some time ago regarding the matter.
phy during the next two years, with
out success. Nineteen hundred and
ten was an off year so far as cup
the judges stated that the time "was
about ten minutes." From this small
beginning came the annual regatta,
which in Yale-Harvar- d sports dividesThe Equitable Life Assurance societyhas also seen the light and put up
play was concerned, but in 1911 Eng-
land and the United States made an-
other uii.fflccessful attempt to wrest
4 cyiant-j- s&mzs ?HsST3S'2a?sn3i5
s
F5
popularity only with the yearly foot
ball game.some of the same kind of coin to the
CAPITAL PAID INthe prize from the island continent.
England came back again last sum
SURPLUS
$50,000.00
'
Cable dispatches from France inti $100,000.00
mer and succeeded In taking the tro mating that there is a possibility of
the French cabinet requesting parlia-
ment to create an office, the occupant
phy back to England.
During this stretch of years 3S
amount of $37.27.
Superintendent of Olympic Games
The following letter received by Su-
perintendent White, relative to state
fair matters will be of interest to read-
ers:
Albuquerque. N. M., June M, 1912.
Mr. Alvsn N. White,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Mr. Dear White:
teams have been entered for cup play, of which shall devote his time and
talent to the direction and cultivationas follows: England, 12; United
States, 10; Australia, eight; Belgium,
two; France, three; Germany, one;
J M. Cunningham. President. D. T. Hosklna, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis. Ass't Cah
of athletics and sports, is but, another
illustration of the lengths to which
European countries are going in their
desire to foster amateur athletic com
Prank Springer, Vice-Preside-
i iieg to advise that al a recent
Canada, one; South Africa, one. In
these matches 73 matches in singles
have been played, and 17 matches in petition.meeting Of the fair commission, held
n Albuquerque, you were unanimous
L A S V EG A S
Interest Paid On Time Depositsdoubles,
not counting those during the It has been repeatedly stated by
preliminaries of the 1913 series.
I
American athletic authorities that Eu-
ropean countries are advancing so ra
The death of Mike Murphy, American s SAVINGSOlympic team and University of Penn
pidly in athletics that by the time
the Olympic games of 1920 are held,
the United States team will no longer
be an overwhelming favorite for the
S ABJK
HIS TROUBLE
NOT OF HEART
Real Facts In Regard To F. E.
Huffman's Illness. Relief Ob-
tained By Curing Bis
Stomach Ailments.
Waynesville.N.C Mr. F. R. Huffman,
of this city, says : ' I suffered dreadfully
with what I thought was heart trouble,
and tried various medicines in vain.
After other remedies had failed, Tlied-for- d
s Black-Draug- ht restored me to
health. I would not feel safe wilhoul
Black-Draug- ht in the house. I considei
it worth its weight in gold.
It cured my indigestion, and by this
means 1 was restored to health. I can
not express my gratitude for its benefits."
Good health depends on the condition
of your digestion. Poor digestion and
good health do not go together.
Thedford's Black-Draug- ht will
thoroughly cleanse and set in order yom
digestive system.
It has done this for others, during the
past 70 years, and is today the most
popular vegetable liver remedy on tin
market. Try it. -
'
insist on Thedford's. Price 25c.
sylvanla atnietic trainer, leaves a
vacancy in American athletics which first place in the point score tablesit will be hard to fill. Jack Moakley
of Cornell, and Keene Fitzpatrick of Incidentally, these
same students of
amateur and professional sport in Am
erica have already predicted that
eventually there will be a place in
CAPITAL STOCK - - S3O.000 00
Office Willi the San Mi&iel National Bank
.
Princeton, are the most logical suc-
cessors for the position of Olympic
team trainer in 1914 and 1916.
Murphy was a wonderful judge of
ly chosen by thatcommitee to act as
mrverintendent of "Olympic Games,"
for the thirty-thir- d New Mexico state
fair, to be held at Albuquerque, Octo-
ber 6 to 11 inclusive.
Mr. Ralph C. Ely, president of the
eomriii?'-ion- will shortly start on a
tour "e state, expecting to visit
eve ' y seat and principal towi,
v- iHi "itiw of interesting the peop'.e
cf 'V.-.-- sections in making the ex-
hibit of their respective resources and
for the splendid premiums to
be offered this year.
A copy of the premium book and full
instructions will be sent you in due
time.
Tiriy years budget calls for an ex--l
en, ;i. of over $20,000 and if we
i
,! f:.rir the of "live
!;',! y.'!: self, the fair commis-
si;,;) v,i!) r, !thi tfcfa a truly etate-w-
the president's cabinet, for a "Secre-
tary of Recreation." This is not so
Wm. O. HAY DON
H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSK1NS
President
Vice President
Treasurerft
,:s.
athletes, either in their embryo or
perfected stages. He could tell a fu-
ture star In either track or field sport
after witnessing one tryout, and sel-
dom was his judgment at faulk Once
he had an athlete under his charge
he proceeedd to develop the perform-
er to the utmost of bis capacity, Mur-
phy knew every angle of the athletic
The Antiflcn!fPw"?r snnK-- n inro
the Si hMM$ar& Kera-eii- y
tor 'or urtf' INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
,J century, f
,
f
.
eveiywher. . ' m'5'Aw. All S. I?M f- -ht Matt who put Si fc 6 '
LAS VEGAS DAILY, OPTIC, TUESDAY, JUNE 17, 1913. THE IS
profession In Lngiand. His remark
iable power of re
FOREIGN NEWS NOTES lentless ana searching, something FADS ANDnew in English courts, has made his
IVOi'lAN TOOK
FRIEND'S ADVICE
And Found Health in Lydia
services much sought after, and hard-
ly a big case comes on now In which
Nervous Trouble
Nervous troubles in one form or other are
so common that a man of woman who does
not complain of the condition of their
nerves to some extent is rarely met.
Nervous dyspepsia is one of the most
common causes for complaint.
Duffy's Pure Ps!tVh!sksy
taken in medicinal doses in water just before
meals will correct indigestion due to ner
FASHIONSwhich are the best edifices of the Rus
he is not engaged.sian capital.
In politics also, Sir Edward's
as a fighter has brought him toA German electjcal firm, compet
the front. In spite of all health he
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.ing with American concerns in the
Berlin, June 17 Princess Victoria
Louise and the young Duke o Cum-
berland, who were married in Berlin
Sn May, are spending their honeymoon
at Hubertus-stock- , a favorite hunting
lodge of Emperor William, the bride's
father.
Thia chateau in the forest is most
beautifully situated," and its history
same business, has just carried off
New York, June 17. The powers
which create women's fashions are
at work evolving a new style, but It
Is too early to predict what the com-
ing style wilt be. When fall comes,
perhaps, there will he more positive
a $3,000,000 contract for an electrical
and at one side there were very high
black mounts. For a slender woman
such a Persian tunic would be very
becoming but the waist line curve of
today presents difficulties for a wo-
man endowed by nature with curves.
A new variation of the trouser skirt
Windom, Kansas. "I hadadisplaceplant in Chile, to be constructed with
vousness and restore
health to stomach and
nervesalike. It tones
up the entire system.
Sold in sealed bottles
only by most drug-
gists, grocers and
dealers at fl.00 a
bottle.
ment which caused bladder trouble and
has fought year after year against
home rule, and in fhe days of tho con-
servative governments he tool; part
In those measures of coercion, which
made every conservative hated in na-
tionalist Ireland. He has coma to be
known throughout Ireland as "Coer-
cion Carson," and a priest once said
American capital. This contract cov-
ers only the first installations, and the
I was so miserable
I didn't know what
German concern will be on the ground to do. I suffered
from bearing down Tlit Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochttter, N. Y.
pains, my eyes hurt
for further extensions which are ex-
pected ultimately to amount to sev-
eral millions dollars more.
evidence upon which to base a pre-
diction, but at the present time
things are in a state of transition
and everything is more or less chao-
tic. For some time past the Japan-
ese outline, figured in kimono
sleeves and loose mantles, has been
in great favor in Paris as well as
to him: "If the Irish, only hated theme, I was nervous,
dizzy and irregular clevil half as mich as they hate you.
if
5
PAN-P- ES3YTERI AN COUNCIL.
Aberdeen, Scotland, : June 17.
Twenty-seve- n countries, including the
my trade would be ruined."
The plant is that of an American
exploitation company, which foresees
a great development of the west coast
and had female
weakness. I spc::t
money on doctors
is not without interest. Its beauty
lias appealed to previous royal bridal
couples, several other members of the
reigning family having spent their
honeymoons there, the latest bein
the crown prince and his bride. The
lodge is near Lake Werbellen, 30
miles north of the capital. It owes
its existencee to King Frederick Wil-
liam IV, the elder' brother of the first
German emperor. King Frederick,
while hunting one day, dismounted to
rest at a spot in the woods the beau-
ty of which entranced him. He decid
Kir Edw a- -d 's not a great ?r?:or United States and Canada, have sentbut he has a delightful brogue andbut got worse ail
the ..time. the ready wit of his countrymen,
has made its appearance among the
new tailored suits. It is in the Immen-
sely popular black and white check
suiting. The coat, a mannish, strictly
tailored one, is conservatively cut
away in front and square around the
hipa, fastens with two buttons and is
bound with black braid. But the novel
feature is the skirt, which is turned
up around the bottom.preclsely as a
man's trousers would be. In order to
keep this in shape, the black braid
binding is stitched to the skirt. Down
each side there is a strip of the braid,
corresponding to the outside braid of
the trousers, and the two creases are
"A friend told me which always causes the House ofabout the Pinkham remedies and I took Commons to fill when he is down forLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
a speech. The humor, however, is
of South America after the opening
of the Panama canal, and is prepar-
ing to work copper deposits in North-
ern chile. The first contract covers
the construction of a main electrical
station on the coast and a secondary
station, 12.V miles distant, to which
the power is to be transmitted on a
high-tensio- circuit.
pound and was cured. I cannot praise
here. In its modified form this Jap-
anese outline has proved almost uni-
versally becoming. The long seamless
shoulder has given grace to plump
shoulders and it has lent roundness
to those which might otherwise have
seemed too slender. It Is pictures-
que, and it is comfortable, two qual-
ities which are not often found com-
bined in the realm of fashion.
omitted when he is on his favoriteyour remedies enough for I know I never
delegates to the tenth
council, or Alliance of Reform-
ed Churches, which had Its formal
opening in this city today. The at-
tendance includes many leading cler-
gymen and laymen of the Presbyter-
ian church throughout the world. The
sessions of the council will continue
ten days, during which time numer-
ous questions of general interest and
importance to the denomination will
be discussed.
would have been well if I had not taken subject of home rule and nothing buted at once to build a house amid such
bitter denunciation falls on those "whoit." Miss Mary A. Horner, Bout.;No. 2, Box 41, Windom, Kansas.romantic and pleasing surroundings.
He announced his decision, and would "tear Ulster from the union."
thrusting his hunting stick, the Ger Consider Well This Advice,
No woman suffering from any fora While China has been beset by her
great neighbors in the north and hasof female troubles should lose hope un
but some of the leading designers
!u Paris decided to revive Louis XVI.
and directoire styles and the resulttil she has given Ljdia E. Pinkham's been on the verge of bankruptcy, sheVegetable Compound a fair trial. has nevertheless found the time and
While the German Peace society
was in session at Mannheim May 25
and King George and Queen Mary,
as guests at the mariage of Princess
Victoria Louise, were demonstrating
the friendship of the British and
German royal houses, the German
The Brilliant Stars of June has been a curious but rather attract-
ive combination of two styles whichmeans to continue to wage her warThis famous remedy, the medicinal in By the end of June, Mars, Venus,
bear r.o relationship to each otherSaturn and Jupiter will all be morning
stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar
gredients of which are derived from
native roots and herbs, has for nearly
forty years prover; to be a most valua
against the Tibetans of eastern Tibet,
and this in the face of the protests of
Great Britain.
Or , of thc-s- combination costumesCompound is at all times the "Star"
which was seen at a recent function,Navy league was, devoting it3 annual
meeting at Bremen to furthering its Eftrly this year the Tibetans suc of the typewas a good representative
medicine for coughs, colds, croup and
whooping cough. A cold in June is as
apt to develop Into bronchitis or pneuceeded in driving back the Chinese The most notable and characteristicpropaganda fora great navy.
monia as at any other time, but not ifA week ago the Military league forces, capturing their rifles and
mountain guns, and established them
feature of that costume was the Jap'
anese sash of black gauze richly em
ble tdnie and in vi 'orator of the fe-
male organism. Women everywhere
bear willing testimony to the wonderful
virtue of Lydia E. PinkLara'.i Vegeta-
ble Compound.
If yon want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (conf-
idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and hold, in strict cimJidence.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
taken. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store.
was agitating for further increases in
the army, and now those interested selves in a strong position. The Chi broidered in colored silks. This sash
was slightly' stiffened at the borders
mans call It a stock, Into the ground
at his feet, named the lodge Hubertus-s-
tock, in honor of St. Htibertus,
the patron saint of hunters.
The original lodge 18 small, ' but
very comfortable. Emperor William
added to it from time to time In or-
der to have room for the entertain-
ment of his hunting guests. The out-
er walls of the chateau are ornament-
ed with stags' antlers, and inside oth-
er trophies of the chase are muclf in
evidence.
The houses of Hohenzollern and
Hanoyer-Brunswie- now united in
the marriage of these young people,
have been estranged ever since 18R6,
when Prussia dethroned the then king
of Hanover. Nevertheless, the blood
ties between them are remarkably
numerous. Victoria Louise and Er-
nest August, her husband, are con-
nected through 'so many ramifications
of kinship that the most expert gene-
alogist would be baffled to answer
the question how they are related
nese have, however, not been discourIn a greater German navy are making
themselves heard. They declare pre and its long ends were fringed in colEAGLES IN JACKSONVILLE
ors which corresponded with those ofJacksonville, Fa., June 17. Hun
aged by this reverse, and a stronger
army, with better guns, is advancing
from Szechuan towards the Tibetan
stronghold. Great Brltainr protest
vious Increases to be inadequate, and
demand two extra battleship cruisers. dreds of members of the Fraternal Or
mountainside on the approach of ato be laid down in 1914 and 191
the embroideries. The sash was pure-
ly Japanese, the quaint corsage pure-
ly directoire. The effect of the ensem-
ble was quite pleasing and pictur
against this avance has been floutedstranger.They say also that as soon as the
bv the Chinese government, and lo--third battle squadron Is fully formed Describing the men Captain Raw-ling- s
says taken as a whole, that
der of Eagles from the leading cities
of North and South Carolina, Georgia
and Florida are here attending the
annual convention of the southeastern
district of the order. The program
today included a formal welcome to
c'ay England is demanding the with esque.
pressed, back and front, in proper
masculine effect. The result is not
altogether Unpleasing, but somewhat
bizarre.
Many charming things in the line of
summer dancing frocks are shown in
the fashionable shops at this time.
Some very charming ones are made of
hand-painte- d chiffon. Those of mous-selin- e,
chiffon and tulle are all charm-
ing but extremely fragile and models
of batiste and lace or embroidered
batiste and other even more substanti-
al materials seem to find more favor
with American women. These latter
frocks may not be so dainty when
they are new, but they will certainly
stand more wear without losing their
beauty and attractiveness.
Bathing suits are beginning to be
shown in the shop windows and they
are gay and loud enough'to attract at-
tention. Never before have bathing
suits been so gorgeous in color and
odd in design as thia season. Emer-
ald green taffetas, scarlet satin with
Scotch plaid trimmings, Bishop's pur-
ple satin, black taffetas with acces-
sories in cubist designs, are some of
the color schemes. For head covers
there are quaint bonnets, icaps and
hoods of rubberized silk or satin in
the gayest of tints. Stockings of daz-
zling green, purple, red, or blue are
shown, with silk or satin bathing
shoes laced with satin ribbons hall-
way to the knee. Under these suit ?
are worn bloomers to match, and
which finish below the knee with a
ruffle of the same or with a contrast-
ing frill.
Veils have been out of style for
some time, but the manufacturers
drawal of ail Chinese troops ft o n Tib
and organized, two years hence, It
will be necessary to take up the ques-
tion of strengthening the reserve
The newest outline as seen at the
etan territory as the price of recog races and in the more exclusive res
they are well made and wiry, while
their color Is a dark chocolate. The
hair, usually black, but some times
with a touch of brown or even red,
nition of the republic. England's fear taurants is somewhat curious. The
skirts of supple satin or crepe de
th d" 3'iS.ftPS, fo hi Ai "1 by
rides and other features of en
fleet organization. The league will
devote Its efforts to seeing that the
reserve squadrons are manned, like
of course, is that a regenerated China
in nossesaion of Tibet would be a tertaihment. The convention will coni.i worn shorts. Many grow breads, the
older men dyeing theirs red. Like all
chine are arranged In clinging .folds
about the feet; in front they aremenace to India.the British, with one half of the sailor tinue three days.They are descendants of two sisters, j
native tribes they wear necklets of caught up, sometimes to an exaggeratdaughters of a Grand Duke of Meck and three-fourth- s of the technical
The princess great- - sonnel, so that they could go to sea When vou feel lazy,
out of sorts and
ed degree, to show the feet and somevawn a sood deal of the daytime, youin a few days,' and not weeks, after a times a trifle more, and at the backwas the famous can chares It to a torpid liver which
thev fall In soft folds. The coat orhas allowed the system to get full of
impurities. HERBINE cures all dis tunio is slightly stiffened at the bor
orders produced by an inactive liver. der In order that it may stand out
A substitute medicine Is never for
the benefit of the buyer. Never be
persuaded to buy anything but Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
and colds, for children or for grown
persons. It Is prompt and effective.
It comes in a yellow package, with
beehive on carton. It contains no
opiates. Take no substitute for Fo-
ley's Honey and Tar Compound. O.
G. Schaefer and Red "Cross Drug
Store.
strengthens that organ, cleanses from the figure.the bowels and puts the system in
Queen Louise, wife of Frederick Wil-
liam III, who died of a broken heart
during the French occupation of Prus-
sia; the other was queen to August
Ernest I, of Hanover,
of the bridegroom. This great-
grandfather was the son of George III
of England;, and Victoria Louise is al
Short sleeves are extremely popularood healthy condition. Price 50c.
Sold by Central Drug Co. just now. They are to be seen on af
animal bones and other small posses-
sions. Their only clothing consists of
a covering around the loin.
"Their houses and surroundings,"
says Captain Rawling, "are consid-
erably in advance of those of their
large-frame- d 'brethren of tho plains.
To the list of Negritos, which with
the Negrillos are the known tribes of
pygmies inhabiting the earth, must
now be added the newly discovered
tribe of Tapiros, who, so far as ttwir
stature is concerned, take rank next
above the Congo pygmies."
Nearly five miles of merchant ship
ternoon dresses of supple silks,- mus
FREIGHT AGENTS IN SESSION lins, crepes, and other materials, and
Buffalo. K. Y.. June 17. The twenso descended from that sovereign, her
declaration of war,
American conditions did not escape
notice, and the league demanded of
the admiralty two new small cruisers,
to be stationed permanently on the
east and west coasts of America, as
well as a new "flying, squadron" com-
posed of great and small cruisers, to
be kept permanently in readiness to
steam to any part of the world where
action is necessary to protect German
prestige and commerce. Recent events
in Mexico and Hayti, when the one
German cruiser on the American sta-
tion was prevented from immediately
appearing to show the flag and pro-
tect Germans were responsible for
this demand.
with them immensely long gloves are
worn. Not merely are these longh annual convention of the Am-
erican Association of Local Freight
SMITH COMMENCEMENT .
Northampton, Mass., June 17. The
annual commencement exercises of gloves
of ordinary evening use, with
Agents met in this city today for a eighteen or twenty buttons; they areSmith college were held today under often from thirty to thirty-fiv- e button have put in the market many attractthree days' session. Three hundred
members are in attendance from all the most favorable conditions. Dr length and they should be ruffled up ive novelties which may restore theHenry Churchill King, president of the arms as loosely as possible. reil to favor once more. There Is apings, composed of all kinds of vessels
from great trans-Atlanti- c liners to the One of the novelties of the season new Bulgarian veil of the "frame" va
the large railroad centers of the Uni-
ted States and Canada. The sessions
will be devoted to the discussion of
technical questions In connection with
Oberlin college, delivered the address
to the graduates. Marion L. Barton,
president of the college, awarded the
little tugs which nose them into their is the Persian tunic, a good example
of which was shown by a model reberths, will greet King George and
cently. The graceful skirt was or
black charmeuse and had a pointed
degrees and President Emeritus
Seeley delivered an address. During
the day many class reunions were held
on the college campus.
Queen Mary when the royal couple
pay their state visit to the city and
port of Liverpool on July 11.
Since his accession to the throne,
grandmother, the Empress Frederick,
having been a daughter of Queen Vic-
toria of England, who was herself a
of George III.
While the duke and his bride are
not actually blood relatives, their fam-
ily connection is manifest through a
series of intermarriages covering two
centuries.
Designs for the new German em-
bassy to be built at Washington have
been solicited from architects of Gf-ma- n
nationality, and four prizes
amounting to $6,250 are offered. The
prize jury consists of six prominent
architects, the minister of foreign af-
fairs, Herr van Jagow, and the Ger-
man ambassador at Washington,
Count Bernstorff.
This open competition for the Wash
train. The tunio was composed of
freight traffic, such as storage and
elevator charges, standard forms and
methods, and the distribution of work
in freight stations. C. E. Cochran, of
Baltimore, is president of the
richly embroidered white crepe de
the king has visited practically every chine, invisibly stiffened at the bor
der. The embroideries were aone inNo Substitute Could do ThisNo inferior substitute but only the
raised silks with a number of seed
London, June 17. Captain Cecil G.
Rawling, the explorer, has recently
given English scientists some inter-
esting accounts of a new tribe or
pygmies, found by his expedition in
Southwest Dutch New Guinea.
These little people, known as the
Tapiros, average 4 feet 8 inches in
height. They' were found living In
the low-lyin- g hills of the Kapare riv-
er. On the approach of the white men
genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Neb., of his
kidney trouble. He says: "I was
riety, that is. woven so as to leave a
plain field directly in front of the
race, inclosed by a frame design la
the mesh. There are "beauty spot"
veils, silk washable veils, craqude
frame veils of Italian wash silk, veils
of Cbantilly lace, etc. There are also
reversible veils, half plain and half
figured so that they can be worn
either way.
Among the attractive new mater-
ials is one called "crepe pompon." It
is well named with its charming little
raised "pompons." set at regular inter-
vals. These odd little dots are woven
in colors against, a white ground. A
black spot Is particularly effective on
a white or colored ground, and the
bine and lemon dots are also well lik-
ed. '
For afternoon wear the gown of
white crepe de chine or satin is much
pearls introduced to form the centers
of the conventional flowers. The cor-
sage portion of the tunic was very
loose and carelessly arranged. There
was practically no waist line, ' for
bothered with backache, and the pain
would run up to the back of my head,
and I had spells of dizziness. I took
Folev Kidney Pills and they did the
work and I am now entirely rid of waist and hips seemed part of one
kidney trouble." O. G. Schaefer and and the same curve. The neck was
Red Vrosa Drug Store.
very decollette and it. was bordered
with a duble pleated frill of wnue
WHOOPING COUGH
"1 have used Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy every since I have been
keeping house and I consider it one
of the best medicines I have ever
used. My children havo all used it
and it works like a charm for colds
and whooping cough. In fact, I con-
sider It ?;ood for any kind of a throat
or lung trrublo, and do not think any
household complete without it." writes
L. C. Haines, of Mar-bury- , Aia. You
will look a good while before you find
a better preparation than Chamber-
lain's Cough Remedy for colds ond
whooping polish in children. It con-
tains no narcotic and Is pleasant to
take For sale by all dealers Adv.
HOTEL MEN IN LOUISVILLE
Louisville, Ky., June 17. The town tulle. The picturesque
hat was en
tirely made of the same white tulle
part of the United Kingdom, taking
as he does a keen interest in the
great industries of his country. He
has been down coal mines and through
the great steel and iron works and
other factories that bring prosperity
to England. His next visit is to Lan-
cashire, from which he derives his
title of Duke of Lancaster, and where
he owns great estates. It Is to in-
spect the cotton mills, factories and
commerce of England's most popu-
lous county, however, that he intends
to spend a week there in July.
Liverpool, the capital of Lancash-
ire, and the most important shipping
port, will be the center of the festiv-
ities In connection with the king's
visit. The merchant ships forming a
great fleet, the center of which will
be the Mauretania, will be drawn up
In the Mersey, and the king on the
Mersey Harbor Board's yacht Galatea,
will review them as he does his fleet
of warships at Spithead. All the great
lines are endeavoring to have their
best ships in port on the day of the
review, and the fleet will represent
in value something like $100,000,000.
they ran away, but the expedition suc-
ceeded in capturing three whose cu-
riosity brought them near camp. At
first they were greatly frightened, but
kindness won them over, and a few
months later the explorers were en-
abled to establish trading relations
with the tribe and were allowed to
visit and stay in their village of Wom-birm- l.
This village Is hidden away
in the forest high up the mountain-
side and was only found after many
fruitless attempts. While no open
hostility was shown to the whites, they
were not exactly received with open
arms. Of the women and children they
saw nothing, but their shirll cries
worn, and a fascinating1 touch of black
Is always introduced on the bodice or
ington embassy is a direct result of
the criticism of the new building for
the German embassy at St. Peters-
burg, the construction of which was
entrusted without competition to Pro-
fessor Peter Behrens, one of Ger-
many's most prominent architects.
His efforts to achieve a structure of
massive and monumental simplicity,
as demanded by Emperor William,
were not altogether happy, though
with a freer hand be doubtless vould
have been more successful. St. Peters-
burg speaks of the German building
as a cross between a cold storage
warehouse and a prison, entirely out
of harmonv with the other buildings
was full of hotel men today from all
sections of the United States, met to
attend the thirty-fourt- h annual con-
vention of the Hotel Men's Mutual
Benefit association. Much of the rou-
tine business of the convention was
disposed of at the opening sessions,
leaving the members free during the
girdle. A particularly chic model has
folds of black mousseline de sole out
lining the neck line and the crossed- -
over front of the surplice bodice.- -
Every Woman Cat Loving Glance tit
the Nestling Cuddled in it Bonnet.
A woman's hMirt naturally responds to
the charm and sweetness of a pret ty child,
and more so v than ever before Binca
the advent of Mother b Friend.
I next two days to enjoy the elaborate
Inrnsrram nf pntertninmfuit nvnvidprl hv while another frock has a girdle of
black satin, which is equallythe Louisville bonifaces.
No person need hesitate to take FoM jSlis&Pclisftcsfacing St. Isaak's Square, around .could be heard as they fled up the i
LARGEST VARIETYFINEST QUALITY i 5
t " 7
ley Kidney Pills on the ground that
they know not what Is in them. Foley
& Co. guarantee them to be a pure
curative medicine, specially prepared
'or kidney and bladder ailments and
regularities. They do not contain
1i ff "t i v fj fPersonalvtil
The Bummer evening wraps, are-mor-
oriental looking than last year,
an i are made of silk, chiffon or trans-
parent erepe. Brilliant eastern colors
embroidered with huge golden drag-
ons or large flower designs are Kwl
with chiffon. Beautiful wraps of M.;c-- :
chiffon are embroidered wiili roses" i:t
pink-- crimson and gold, and are line !
With, two layers of pink chiffon.
FLOREXCK FAU? BAN
.w.
nabit forming drugs. Try them. O.
Schaefer and Red Coss Drug Storefo all SI This Is a most wonderful cxtemtU lit'ipto the muscles and tendons. It penetrates
the tissues, makes them pliant to reauuy
Vleid to natures demand lor esqum-iuni- ,
Bo there is no lotuter a period of pain, dis-
comfort, siramimr. nausea or other Kvint- -
PENN HOLDS CLASS DAY.K, D. GOODALL
Sir Edward Carson, the leader of the
Ulster unionists, has again taken up
the fight from which he withdrew re-
cently on account of the illness and
death of his wife. He opened his sum-
mer campaign in Belfast by declaring
again that "Ulster would fight" ra
Philadelphia, June 17. Undergrad
toms so often diKft'essinsi daring the anxiousuate, graduate and administrative In weeks of rajwetancyYou alonebottle will cost you nothing. terests had their part today in the
ceremonies, meetings and deliberather 'than submit to home rule, and
tions in connection with the l.TTth
by urging his compatriots to drill for
FOR A WEAK 3TOVAC
Take 'Chamberlains T r
enable the, sfoir.scn to p '
hineiiona natjra;!y. l' r ,
;,!ovs. Adv.
snnnal commencement at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, which wiT.
the day that they might have to bat
Mother tnenti r.ivn.irea the svstem for
the eoniitu; event, and iis ue hnitLS
rest and repose dortnir the tenn. In.t
hits a must niarlte'l intnicue noon tee h;ihy,
sinee it thus inherits a
evsiem of nerv' s mnl turn unn.
And pai'lieninrlv to ynuiie tnoi tier's is t;in
fninons remedy of ImtttiuiablB vulu- -. it
enahles leT to preserve ll't' liealitl fled
Firenqrh. and she renteins g
bv hfivmir avoided ml the SMiifi'seu- nod
(inie-'i-- r that wou;d otherwise ar.fiwnyFtteb an Mote.ers Kn-'ii- unr.
teehiv inbriest' every Iserv. tonoon nud
ntusete involved fnoi ss a un- - prvvetiU.-lu- r
rilkmtr of the hres-o- s
tle for their right to remain with the jdose tomorrow j with the formal
We have been in business In this townfor some time, and we are looking tobuild up trade by always advising our
patrons right. ,
So when we tell you that we have
found the eczema re.dy and that wetdand back of it with the manufacturer's
Iron clad guarantee, backed by ourselves
you can depend upon it that we give our
ndvlce not in order to sell a few bottles
of medicine to skin sufferprs, hut be-ra-
we know how it will help ourbusiness if we help our patrons.
We keep in stock and sell, all the wellknown pkin remedies. But we will Bay
tliis: If you are suffering from anylurid of skin trouble, eczema, psoriapin,
rash or tetter, we want you to try a fullie bottle of X. V. I). Prescription.
And, if it does not do the work, this
awarding of diplomas. Clnss dayunion.There is no man better able to in
to judge.
Again and again we have seen how afew drops of this simple wash applied
to the skin, takes away the itch, In-
stantly. And the cures all seem to be
permanent.
D. D. I. Prescription made by tho
D D. D. Laboratories of Chicago, la
composed of thymol, plyenrine, oil o
wintergreen and other healing, BoothinK.
cooling ingredients. And if you arajust crazy with Itch, you will feet(toothed and cooled, the itch absolutely
washed away the moment you applied
this i. D. D. ,We have made fast friends of mora
tuau om family by recommending tins
remedy to a skin sufferer here and
there and we want you to try it no
oa our positive no-p- guarantee.
exercises of the graduating class of U s O" I
still euthuaiasm into his followers
"CIM EtUiE" the only ladies- shoe dressing that
poBitivelv contain Oil. Ihai-k- and I'oiwlies IuiIirb'
awl children's boots urn! ?hoi-- mna without
'
- fitted! (.irt'-s,- - .in
"ttAOilMT comlMMWon tut clt antes nA polishing
alU;in.,of riiHwitorWn shoes. ,;iw. 3t.WeiM),10c
"fHiiCK 'UiTE"(in liquid fnrmwtiuftioM)sirtrk.
lytif.ufs and uilens(lirij' canvas kIhiv. We. fcic
' - I" r'-- li Srl !i ! ' I K,
Sf iinil (4:US S'i . in mi n i miih almtilis nine hoses, widi Buouf.e, luc. m hami-um- e,
large aluminum boxes, wuti mtomm. .
lr?OI1F(l-SLly- r (HreVltb'O tt'P fclHO TGU SMttf1 Ktmrf'It
this prlw n Hf.aiwwft'1' f:l'J pH'. ku'Mr cut--a nattf.
V TftV'1 t ". ,?0 "S ft ott SlMMt. 4 WT 41
o-
't ard .!'.' ' , of$bM fmuAtt i the H and.
(lie college were held this afternoon
in the dormitory triangle. At the 0 ,i 1 'ill Bill n i It s ,1, in r i ' i I J 1
than Sir Edward Carson. An Ulster-lie-throug- h
and through, there is no
more bitter opponent of home rule
1. ' -
same time the seniors of Wharton It! 1 (tml is he1
and Towne Scientific Schcol and the ,4 I, 1 ,
throughout the country than this clev i tdental school hold their class day
it 1 i t
l!M ' . Altioiui. ...
i a v v )
taut mu'iMHs,
A I I
er lawyer, who is at the top of hisK. D. GOODALL, EAST LAS. VEGA3, N. M. exercises In Welghton hall.
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ESTABLISHED 1879 ' BEE OUR OWN SCENERYii i " FIRST.
Published By
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(Incorporated.) "Do it
Electrically '
, Trail Trips.
Siu a business man the other day:
"If our own folks would onTy taue
the time and spend one day up in
our canyons if 'they would just see
what I saw today they would never
talk anything else but scenery, our
own scetiM)', to every person they
M. M. PADGETT EDITOR
strong, especially Union Pacific,
Chesaepake and Ohio, Reading, Mis-
souri Pacific, Lehigh, Steel and South-
ern Pacific. New Haven made an ex-
ceptional gain of 3 points. Bonds
were firm.
Prices failed to hold at their best
when demand lessened, but the reces-
sions were trifling and general senti-
ment still favored the long side.
The dullness which came over the
market encouraged bear selling on the
assumption that the immediate de-
mand had been filled and that stocks
would be taken on again only at de-
cided recessions. Union Pacific, Le-
high, Canadian Pacific arid Reading
sold a point below the highest of the
morning.
The market closed firm. Covering
of shorts began again In the closing
expects to return to Nome In Septem-
ber, 1916, but
, may be carried to
Greenland, crossing tle North pole on
the way.
The Stefansson expedition, when it
leaves Nome, Alaska, on July 20, will
be composed of the old barkentine
rigged .wooden whaler Karluk, 247
tons, and the gasoline screw vessel
Alaska, 32 tons, which is already in
the north and will meet the Karluk
at Nome. From Nome the ships will
proceed north through Bering Strait
into the Arctic ocean during the brief
period of open water, and head east to
Beufort Sea. It is reported that a
continent exists north of the sea and
the Karluk will seteer due north and
seek land. Stefansson and the first
main party may establish a base, the
Karluk returning to Herschel Island
for the winter. The Ice In Beufort
may lay hold of the Karluk and carry
her toward Greenland, or it may crusn
the ship to bits. The explorers afd
prepared for either event.
moisture falls upon it in order to pro-
duce crops, plants take all their food
from the soil In a liquid form. They
use no solids. The water we put on
our fields, or that falls upon them
must first sink into the soil by per-
colation, dissolve the plant food In
the VoII and then be brought back up
again by capilarity to where the plant
roots can reach It. The simple ex-
periment we are now about to make
will assist us In Beeing these move-
ments of the soil water."
The demonstration f was then made
by putting two different kinds of soil
in some lamp chimneys. Into two
of these a certain measure of water
was poured and the other two were
allowed to take water at the bottom
By measuring the water that drained
through the soils from the top it was
determined how much water each
sample retained. The finer grained
soils that are full of humus retain
more water than the coarser si'.is
It was sown that coarse soils may
be iinproved as to their water-holdin-
capacity by putting on manure or by
plcw'ng under some vegetable matter
to rot and increase the humus.
Other experiments were mentioned
and discussed which teachers could
easily perform 3nd thus mak-- the
study of soils Interesting and practi-
cal. The practice of working the soil
down with packers and harrows im-
mediately after plowing was shown
to be very necessary for the
If the furrow slice is not
would meet." ;
It's the old, old story of getting a
man in the store and showing him
the goods. Talk is all right, but the
seeing does the trick. See our scenery
before you take that trip to Colorado
or California 'or any other place.
Have you oyer .walked up the can-
yon above El Porvenir hotel, passing
the site of the Y. M. C A. camp?
Didn't the charm of those but wait
a minute; let's let an old timer who
has spent thj best part of life up
there, tstlkLJaten to him:
"There are so many trips that one
Entered at th3 postoffice at Eaat
i,as Vegas, New Mexico, for trans-
mission through the United States
mai!s as second class matter.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier
Par Copy.-- --, ? 05
One Week - -- - 15
One Month 65
One Year 7.5C
Dally, by Mall
tfaa tint nrti iW irt. turn Uriimwa jBfwUfcroftftHfl" n H ri'frrtt rtf.gr" ittufttnii i tat f"ttmf min'i) HifirrHwiri
IRON IN COOL COMFOJir
hours. This buying filled up the list
smartly toward the close.
The last sales were as follows:
Amalgamated Copper 65
Sugar, bid 105
Atchison 95
Reading 158
Southern Pacific 94
Union Pacific .... 1451!
United States Steel 53
United States Steel, pfd 103
One Year 5G.U0
ix Months , 3.00 BAD IAN CAPTURED
AFTER TWO YEARS
AN ELECTRIC IRON will save your temper during
the coming hot months. You can iron where,. coolest"
and most convenient by attaching the plug to the near-
est Electric Light socket. Using the Electric Iron, it is
not necessary to maintain a hot fire. or to tramp back
and forth to change your irons. One iron does all the
work it heats quickly and stays hot as long as de!r":.
Electricity heats the face of the iron only it dr ? s !. ;
heat the handle or you.
DWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
One Year .... '..
$2.00
mx Months 11.00 BEN WILLIAMS, CHIEF SECRET
AGENT FOR THE SANTA FE,
ARRESTS C. P. BOON.
can take up in that country that I
hardly know where to start. To be-
gin let's take the Y. M. 0. A. camp
as a starting point. Naturally from
this point one 13 led to follow the
stream which flows by, the camp up-
ward toward its source. The walla
of the canyon are formed by the per-
pendicular cliffs of Hermit's Peak
on ono side and the equally stupen-
dous towers of Del Cle'lo on the
other, rising to heights of from 1,500
to 2,000 feet above the waters of the
Gallinas.
(Cash In Advance for Mall Subscrip-
tions.)
Semlt by draft, check or money or.
&er. If sent otherwise we will not
te responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on
Las Vejjas li$it & Power. Co.Backed the water cannot cross the 0
"The trail through this mighty
gorge twists its way from one side
of the stream to the other to evade
obstructions of fallen tree trunks or
dams of driftwood or abrupt, abutt
open space between the plowed part
and the subsoil beneath. This capi-lar- y
action must go on if the moisture
is brought up to where it. will ger-
minate the seeds and make the plants
grow.
The teachers showed much inter
est In these lessons and the instruc-
tion will doubtless encourage many
of the teachers to put the lessons into
practice. , -
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR $1,050 FULLY pFPFB AT YOUR DOORing cliffs, or, as In one place, a huge
fragment of rock as big as a house
which has fallen from a Cliff above
into the very bed of the stream be
--1! H pAdvertisers are guaranteed thetargest daily and weettly circulation
of any newspaper In northern New
Mexico.
low.
The Optic will publish the story of"Wonderfully varied and swiftly
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, June 17. Wheat prices
took a down turn today in conse-
quence of rains that were said to have
greatly refreshed the crops north-
west. A liberal decrease in the Euro-
pean visible supply tended, however,
to check bearish feeling. The open-
ing was V4 to l lower. Sept-
ember started at 92 to 93 a loss Of
to 1 and steadied around
92. The close was nervous with
September 1 cents net lower at 91
July corn, which opened unchanged
to Vi. off at 62 to 62, touched 62
and then rose to 63. The close was
steady at 62 for July, under last
night.
July oats started V down to up
at 52 to 43, fell to 42 and then
jumped to 43.
Weakness In provisions resulted
from a decline in the hog market.
First sales were 5 to 22 lower with
September at $10.10 to $20.25 for
pork;! $11.15 for lard and ,$11.57 for
ribs. The closing quotations were:
Wheat, July 91; September 91;
December 94.
Corn, July 62; September 63; De-
cember 68.
Oats, July 41; September 42;
December 43.
Pork, July $20.62; Sept. $20.22.
Lard, July $11.05; Sept. $11.17;
October $11.17.
Ribs, July $11.75; sept. $11.60.
--
-J
'JfTrthe lesson on plant production later.changing are the views of towering
cliffs, all tinted by storm and sun
TELEPHONES
BUSINESS OFFICE Main X
NEWS DEPART ME N T Main 9
STEFANSSDN STARTS
ON POLAR JOURNEY
shine, of the noisily rushing stream
tumbling alongside, of occasional
level openings set thick with wild
flowers and of glimpses now and
then a veil of mist drap-
ing the, thousand-foo- t cliff where a
little4 spring-fe- brook leaps from fu?
brow of the Hermit into the abyss
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OVERLAND MODF.l, 59 T
FINANCED BY CANADIAN GOVERN-
MENT HE EXPECTS TO FIND
NEW CONTINENT
WHY NOT TELL THE
ltKASONS ? below. "A. hundred times one may
Albuquerque, N. M., June 17. On
June 6, 1911, C P. Boon, aciutowledg.
ed "bad man," escaped through a
window in a doctor's office in Cer-riilo-
N. M., after he had been :inot
through the abdomen and captured
In a pitched battle with a pone of
Santa Fe officers, following th- - dis-
covery that Boon and his pab had
been stealing dynamite' from ih? San
ta Fe railroad.
Badly wounded and wearing hand-
cuffs, Boon managed to get away into
the brush country near Cerrillos. Of-
ficers hunted for him for days. They
never found him, neither did they
find any trace of where he had got-
ten rid of the handcuffs.
Recently Ben Williams, chief spec-
ial agent for the Santa Fe, discover-
ed that Boon was in Old Mexico. Boon
was wise enough never to cross the
line.. Part of the time he lived in
Juarez, across the Rio Grande from
El Paso. Then he would disappear
into the interior.
Patiently Ben Williams kept track
of Boon's movements. Finally Boon
became careless. He crossed the
line once or twice and remained in
El Paso for a few hours at a time.
Boon crossed over, Into the Unite!
States yesterday to see how things
were going on the soil of his native
land. Barely across the line, he
found himse'if face to face with his
old friend, Ben Williams.
Seeing that the game was up, Boon,
held out his hands for the bracelets.
Mr. Williams and his prisoner arrived
in Albuquerque this morning and con-
tinued on to Santa Fe, where Boon
has expressed a wish that he be per-
mitted to plead guilty and begin serv-
ing time.
Boon will probably be charged with
larceny. It is alleged that he and
other companions robbed the Santa
Fe of 86 cans of dynamite, fuse and
caps at the Ortiz quarry, north of
Cerril'tos. While attempting to sell
the stolen property, the fight occurred
between Boon and his gang and tne
Santa Fe detectives. Boon was hem-
med in by a posse, but he
fought his way out, surrendering only
when he was shot down. Taken to
Telephone or call and we will have our demon- -
' strator show you
Las Vegas.'. Automobile ft Machine Co
The asylum bonrd has not yet
to do its duty by the people
of New Mexico. As a hoard of direc
pass through this noble chasm and
each time discover in it new beau-
ties and fresh surprises. Itst aspect
in the morning1. Is quite different -- rom
what it is the afternoon; different
again when the mists rise after the
rain, and wholly different on a moon,
lit night."
Phjne Main 344. Whalen, & Fowler Propstors charged with the managementof a public institution supported by
the ta.vpawers of the state,. It owes to
the public an account of Its steward-
ship. It has become Involved in a ADVISES STUDENTS TO
lawsuit because' of It3 actions. Appar
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, June 17. Hogs, re-
ceipts 20,000. Market weaki to 10
cents lower. Bulk $8.558:'65; heavy
$8.508.60; packers and butchers
$8.608.70; lights $8.608.70; pigs
$7.508.
EUAIN ON FARMS
Cattle, receipts 10,000.' Market slow.
Prime fed steers $8. 25 8. 70; dressed
beef steers $7.508.25; western
steers $78.50; southern steers $5.90
8; cows $4.757.75; heifers $6.80
8.60; stockers and feeders $6.50
ff.85; bulls $67.25; calves $910.50.
Sheep, receipts 13,000. Market
steady. Lambs $6.258; yearlings
$56.50; wethers $4.506; ewes
$4.255.35; stockers and feeders
$3.255.
ently ' the district court was of opinion
that the asylum hoard exceeded its
legal powers In abrogating its five
Victoria, B. Q. June 17. Adjust-
ment of her compasses was all that
remained to be done aboard the whal-
er Karluk this morning before she
left to carry Dr. Vilhjalmar Stefans-son'- s
scientific and exploring expedi-
tion into the Arctic for a three years'
stay. Captain Robert Bartlett, who
commanded Peary's ship, Roosevelt,
master of the Karluk, said his ship
would be steaming north before night,
through the Inside Passage toward
Cross Channel, where she will turn
westward and head for Unimak Pass,
entrance to Bering Sea.
The Karluk's first port of call will
be Nome, Alaska, where she is ex-
pected to arrive about July 7 and
await the coming of Dr. Stcfansson
and Dr. R. M. Anderson, who will
travel from Seattle by .
Stefansson does not expect to leave
Nome until July 20, as ice conditions
in the Arctic ocean would prevent
the expedition's making much head-
way if it passed through Bering
Straits before then.
W. T. CONWAY ADDRESSES COUNyear contract with Dr. II. M. Smith. TY INSTITUTE ON AN IMPOR-
TANT SUBJECT
Monday June 16 to Saturday toe 21 -- - For Six Days Only
Whetner the judgment of this court
stands or falls, on appeal to the su-
preme court of the state, is quite im-
material for the present. The real
question Involved in this matter is the
following: IF THE ASYLUM BOARD
HAD REASONS FOR ABROGATING
AN APPARENTLY LEGAL CON-
TRACT, WHY DOES NOT THAT
flilffljff HIS STOfjff Ffj 00 jf COST
Professor W. T. Conway, superin-
tendent of extension in the New Mex-
ico College of Agriculture and Mecha-
nic Arts,' gave a demonstration lesson
in soils before the county institute
yesterday and a lesson in plant pro-
duction today.
In part, he said:
"As the agricultural college stands
at the head of agricultural teaching
in the state, I feel that we owe some
BOARD STATE THEM TO THE
TAXPAYERS?
The members of the board are the
servants of the people, and were
placed where they are for the purpose
Dr. Stefansson called attention to
day to his letter from the Canadian a doctor's office in Cerrulos, wheredebt to the public school teachers,
WE IE WILLING TO GIVE YOU ALL 01 PROFITS 1or spending the people's money econ- - which debt we are now trying to payomically in the administration and'bv giving instruction In agriculture ms wounas were to be aressea, tsoonwas lying on a stretcher, apparentlyhalf dead. Taking advantage of the
momentary absence of the doctor and
guard. Boon slipped through a par-
tially raised window and was gone.
management, of an institution erected
and rmpported for the care and cure
to the couhty institutes in the state.
It Is only a matter of a few years
f the mentally afflicted. And thej wben.teachers will be required to
jmople are rightfully entitled to know j stand examination in agriculture in
bow their servants are conducting, order to secure certificates to teach.
government, which is financing the
expedition. The latter says:
"While every precaution has been
taken for the lives of the party the
safety of the vessel is not so impor-
tant." i -
This "means. Dr. Stefansson pointed
out, that the government thoroughly
understands the nature of the work
and is prepared for risks. He added
that attainment of the object of the
expedition is of greater importance
than the safety of the vessel or even
1-- 4 OFF ALL DRY GOODS .,
1-- 3 OFF"' ALL SUITS 'dhd COATS
1-- 3 OFF ALL SILK DRESSES
Everything Goes at Manufacturers' Prices
It is well to begin the teaching of
agriculture, even before the subject is
compulsory, because of. the impor-
tance agriculture holds as the first
and fundamental Industry of the coun-
try We forest how dependent we
themselves in the discharge of this
duty. v,..-.- .
The Optic has already), offered its
columns to the asylum board for any
xplaantion that body may desire to
make. We now repeat the offer.
Surely, a board of public servant's are on agriculture ?or'our physical me.sateiy ui
FOUR BROTHERS TO BE JESUITS
Baltimore, Md., June 17. Two
brothers, the Rev. 'thomas Jenkins
Wheeler and the Rev. John David
Wheeler, both of the Society of Jesus,
were ordained to the priesthood this
morning in the presence of Cardinal
Gibbons, who also honored the broth-
ers
, by attending the first mass cele-
brated by them. A third brother, the
Rev. Ferdinand c.. Wheeler, also of
the Society of Jesus, who expects to
be ordained two years nence, acted
as A fourth brother,
Lewis A. Wheeler, who aiso intends
to join the Society of Jesus, acted
as master of ceremonies.
who have acted for the Uit interests';-Wel- being If tha farmers 'should, all '.The Stefansson., Arctic expedition,
of the institution under fheir charge1 strike and t.efse to produce food for whose fexpenses are paid entirely by
will not hesitat,e for a moment to ex-- ! the rest oVus, W would soon realize the Canadian government, differs from
Plain to an interested and expectant' the importance of the country's great-- j most of the other polar undertakings,
people their reasons for making any 'est industry. Not one of us would 'in that its objects are practical and
fcange of policy in the institution, have had a breakfast this morning if commercial. Its purposes are to learn
Conscientious officials acting for the somebody had not farmed. whether a polar continent exists; to
cst Interests of the taxpayers and "We believe that food products will map the Islands already explored east
voters Iiave nothing whatever to fear continue to be high so long as the; of the mouth of the MacKenzie river;
reasons' and the to make a collection of Arctic florafrom publicly stating their city population increases
t.r mr particular action. On the of farmers decreases. Farming' and fauna; to survey the channels
EVERY ARTICLE IN THE HOUSE ON SALE
r'
Owing to the bskckwcLrd season oir stock
mvist be reduced. No restrictions. Every
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, June 17. Pressure from ;irary, encfc officials have much to' when nightly done, can be made a along the islands
in the hope of es-
to make at abroad and further: hear soiling, basedrr.ln ft full and frank statement profitable husiness. and we as touch- - tablislung traae routes
B
i
i
,
t what they have done and expect s, will do well to get our pupils topological survey of the islands.; on the supreme court's latest ruling thing marked in pterin figuresin the railroad cases, wmo largelyHl Wo cVimiM PTipniirailS tne w men are ubucito n v.u..v.o..udo.
responsible for the early weakness of
the market. American stocks were
heavy In London, where renewal ofj
liquidation was reported ln tnel
early trading there was considerable
selling for London account, j
When the offerings of the bear
failed to shake oupt a"? con",
siderable volume of Ion 2 stock.
'THE 5TORC OF QUALITY"
n:-- m-j- r.
The Optic desires t$ he absolutely
T..i!r and Impartial in the asylum mat-
in'. On tidialf cf tha taxpayers end
in j.;; Ure to the members of tha asy- -
i,..) i.of:rd. whose motives In ahrogat-!-- ;
ii f.mH'a contract are subject to
e Wv? Cgaltt aslt the
t,(iiv;T i f to explain publicly
... hy tn y fe;if,llr.fl Dr. Smith's con--
,,h .yf.jj ih lumiit) asylum whoa It
,
.;- -r !..! ii.vrc than tliree yoara to
and other minerals, and to study the
blonde Eskimos of Coronation Culf,
on the mainland south of Victoria
land.
No effort will be made to reach, the
North pole; that will be left to Amund-
sen, who will sail itno the Arctic
next summer. No attempt will be
made to bring back any of the blonde
Eskimos, or to open their country to
civilization, which Stefansson says
would destroy them. The expedition
boys and pirla of the country to stay
with their homes and farms and de-
velop them to a greater production.
This can be done hy the right kind
ot teaching in agriculture.
"The first and fundamental Kludy
in agriculture Is that of the soil, and
a very important thing to know about
the Roll' is lis water-absorbin- and
waicr iioi'lin;; power. It is also im-
portant to hnow what to do to the
soil 'to" Biuke it ;bP'irTi and hold what
is
I i: it
-
'6 if K) - s fr Jfc i .JtE.LasVcgas. fi.Mfthey hastened to cover' and themarket advanced materially- Some of
yesterday's weak features became
...
.4
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SUMMER CAMP TOPERSONALS
"it's Nat What Yoa Urn It's Wbat Yea fore Hal Kies Yea ilic!"
COIIEIIALCLUB
TO ENTERTAIN
STUDENTS
Panama hats cleaned and- blocked
T
BE OPENED
JULY 3
Parisian Clearners, Phone Main 35.
Harvey employes; ana tne traveling
public. .? 'tt:.'-
Frank Gore: Resigns.
Prank Gore, for som time manager
of El Ortiz at Lamy, has resigned,
effective July l; , and after that date
will be assistant manager of one of
the best hotels-oin- - Cheyenne
Mr. Marx, for" some .time manager
of the lunch room at- the Alrarado
hotel in Albuquerque, now relief man-
ager at Colorado Springs,' has been
appointed manager of the Harvey
house in, San Marclal and wil assume
his duties July 1."' ...
Don't be ashamed to make a small beginning THE FIRRST DOLLAR
YOU DEPOSIT may be the corner-ston- e of a prosperous career. Start an
account with us at once. Don't delay any longer.ARRANGES FOR PRODUCTION OF
NORMAL PLAY FOR AMUSE-
MENT OF VISITORS.
ACTUAL CAMPING ON GROUNDS
WILL BE BEGUN TOMOR-
ROW BY WORKERS. PEOPLES BANK a TRUST CO.
CAPITAL ' . .- - - - $111,000.00
7Z.i
TODAY'S BASEBALL)
Preliminary work upon the site of
the Y. M. C. A. summer camp in tne
canyon above Ei Porvenir will be be-
gun tomorrow under the direction of
Secretary P. H. LeNoir of the Y. M.
C. A. and Secretary Hugh Stark of
the Commercial club. Accompanied
by several members of the senior de-
partment of the association the sec-
retaries will leave early tomorrow
morning for the site. The locations
for the tents will be staked off, the
foundation for the dining hall will be
laid and other details will be looked
after.
Thus tomorrow the Y. M. C. A.
MAN FORCfSS CHECK.
Signing checks with the name of
Frank H. Hill, a painter who has been
in Las Vegas for only a short time,
and whose correct name Is not
known, last night presented the "bad
paper" at the Lobby and the Opera
bar and obtained $15. The crime was
not discovered uptii this morning'.
Chief of Police Ben Coles was noti-
fied and by noon he had located the
man at a small station west tof Las
Vegas. The chief left this afternoon
to arrest the man and will return
some time this evening.
GO A L A 3 O 17 0 Q 13
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
SWASTIKA COAL x
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
National League
Philadelphia at Chicago; clear.
New York at Cincinnati; clear.
Brooklyn at St. Louis; clear.
At the meeting of the board of di-
rectors of the Commercial club last
night it was decided that the club
would entertain the summer stu-
dents of the New Mexico Normal
University next Friday night, at a
play to be presented by the students
of the class of 1913 of the school.
This play, "Fannie and the Servant
Problem," which was presented sev-
eral weeks ago, was generally recog-
nized as the best home talent produc-
tion that has ever been presented in
Las Vegas.
Miss May Ross, who nas charge of
the production, Btates that the cast
will be ready Friday night to pro-
duce "Fannie and the Servant Prob-
lem" equally as well as when it was
given by the class during commence-
ment week. All the students of the
summer school and the teachers in-
stitute will be invited to thiJ'play
and will be presented with' tickets.
All members of the Commercial ctub
also will . receive tickets after the
students have been provided for. The
Pittsburgh, June 17.
R. H. E.
Bosjion 1 7 3
Pittsburgh 0 4 1
Batteries: Perdue and Rariden;
O'Toole and Coleman.
camp will graduate from the "will
be '' to the "is" stage. The Y. M. C.
A. in undertaking the management
of the camp is not seeking to make
money, as the camp likely will be
doing well during the first season if
it breaks even financially. It is do-
ing the work purely for the purpose
of helping boost Las Vegas by at-
tracting tourists here.
Practically all the equipment for
the camp has neen purchased, and
everything will be ready upon the
opening date, Juiy 3.
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST.
Letters remaining uncalled lor,
the week ending June 14, 1913:
J. B. Bouer, Miss Carrie Clatten-bur- g
(2), Gus B. Coatq, Mr. and Mrs.
Wess Franco, Don Cruz Franco, Sr.,
Miss Margaret Mathews, Marcos Mon-toy-
Sr., Mrs. Adelaida G. de Mad-
rid, Andres Martinez, Santiago Pa-dill-
W. A. Sherry, Mrs. B. H. Stod-
dard, Ernest "WUimzig.
Vhen-;Oallin- g .for the above please
ask for "Advertised, letters."
F. O." BLOOD, Postmaster.
American League
Chicago at Philadelphia; clear.
Cleveland at Washington; clear.
St. Louis at New York; clear.
Jefieraon Reynolds, President.
E. B. Raynolds, Vtee President. Hallett Raynolds, Cash!?.
S. B Davis, Vice President H. Erie Hoke, v Sn ashler.
plan, when suggested at the meeting
Boston, June 17.
' " R.H.E.
Detroit 4 K 3
Boston - '1 10 2
Batteries: Zamloch, House and
McKee; Moseley and Carrigan.
lis
IRST NATIONAL BANKSIONTGWS AFFECTIONS
FOR. FELIPK ULI6MI
Adv.
L. S. Buahnell of Trinidad is in Las
VegaB for a few days' stay on busi-
ness.
H. Louden of La Cueva came in
this morning for a short business
visit in Las Vegas.
J. N. Hardcastle or Denting came
In this afternoon for a short business
visit in Las Vegas.
R. J. Sutherland, an orricial of trie
Santa Pe Railway company, is in Las
Vegas for a short business visit.
W. G. Ogle returned this afternoon
from Oklahoma, where he has been
on business for the past two weeks.
Have '0ur elotbes'rcleahed at the
Parisian j Dry Cleaners.5 523 Sixth
street. , . ...
Mrs. T. jRoskius f Brooklyn, N Y.,
is in Las Vegas for a few'days veil-
ing her brother, Sig Nahm, and
Vy.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Fisher of Min-
eral Hill drove ,ln this morning fo
a few days' business visit in the
city.
W. W. Sniuh and J. B. Smith of
Chicago came in yesterday evening
fiv a few ii'j' junine-- p visit 'u La a
Yeg&s.'
G..E. iikers o? Dallas, Cexus,
came In es:ay. evening ana wil.
be a visitor 'n I Vegas for th! cm-ir-
few
.'ay.
G. W. Kirchner, collector for the
L. V. Price Mercantile company of
Houston, Texas, was a business vis-
itor here today.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Prentice and
son left this afternoon for Colorado
Springs, where they will spend a few
weeks' vacation.
Mrs. Charles Colmey of Levy came
in yesterday evening and will be a
visitor with friends here for the
coming few days.
W. J. Steble, representative for tne
Morris Packing company, is in tne
city on his weekly business visit. He
lives in Albuquerque.
J. A. Smith, representative for the
King Coal cigar, came in last night
from Trinidad for a short business
visit in Las VegaB.
C. F. Maxwell, representative for a
jobbing company of Chicago, came
in last night from Albuquerque for
a short business visit.,
L. Cantiyine, a well known busi-
ness man of .Belen, came in last
night from his home for a few days'
business visit in this city.
Mrs. John Burks and two sons left
this afternoon for Louisville, Ky.,
where they will remain for the com-
ing four weeks visiting relatives.
Mrs. Ned' Hansen left this after-
noon for her home at El Paso after
having been a visitor with relatives
and friends in Las Vegas for the past
week.
Miss Blanche Coieman of Dead-woo-
S. D., left this afternoon for
her home after having been a visitor
1u Las Vegas with friends tor the
past few days.
Jess Nusbaum, formerly a pro-
fessor in the New Mexico Normal
University, came in last nighT from
Santa Fe for a short visit with friends
in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Jones will leave
tonight on the Chicago Limited for
Washington, where they will reside
during Mr. Jones' term there as first
assistant secretary of the interior.
John Stein, manager of the Fred
Harvey houses of the New Mexico
division of the Santa Fe Railway
comnanv. came in this morning from
Devil's Prayer.
O Lord, I pray thee, make me a
good printer. Make me as wise as the
proof reader, who carries a dictionary
in each of his vest pockets, and as
honest as Bill, the pressman, who bor-
rowed a quad last spring to use as a
feed guide and returned it yesterday,
as good as new; make me to be as
faithful as Jerry, the stone-ma- who
comes down to the shop every Sunday
and cleans up the pi he has made
during the week; as industrious as
Old Tom, the comp., who has not
missed a day at his frame since he
came to work for the Arm twenty
years ago; and lastly, 0 Lord, make
me as patient as the poor boss, who
has put up with my deviltry for three
mortal years, and paid me good hard
cash for the privilege r Roscoe B.
Haynes, in the National
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits J35,0v.
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac-
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
Interest Paid on Tims Deposiia
CAUSES' I ritlvf TO BITE OUT A
PIECE; OF HIS EAR FOR A'
LITTLE REMEMBRANCE
Last night at tht) Pastime pool hall
on the .West side Felipe Ulibarrl and
"Poppey" Montoya took it upon them-
selves to jroduce an. unscheduled
prize fight.
'
During the fracas
was bitten on the ear by Mon-
toya. The bite 'tame near causing
Ulibarri to lose his ear.
The fight started when Ulibarri and
another boy started to play a game of
pool on a tabie that they thought
was not being used. Montoya appear-
ed and stated that he was using the
table and that it would be better for
of the directors, was met with ap-
proval by that body. On account of
the large number of students that
are attending school nere this is the
only practical way in which they can
be entertained, and doubtless they
will enjoy the play. , ,
Luckily all the members of the
cast are still in Las Vegas and re-
hearsing will begin at once and con-
tinue until Friday. The play in itself
is excellent and the all-sta- r cast that
produces It, should meet with greater
success than ever at the second per-
formance. It Is the first time la the
history of Vegas that a play has
been repeated at the earnest request
of the business men, and the students
deserve great credit for the big hit
they made during the commence-
ment week.
The Normal orchestra, Miss Mar-
guerite Cluxton, director, will furnish
the musical program.
Other general business occupied
the time of the directors last night.
Secretary Stark reported that the
road signs that were ordered to be
placed between Las Vegas and Santa
Fe had been put in position, and that
they have met with approval by
all the tourists who have made the
trip over the road. The directors also
voted five new, ; members Into the
club. This shows plainly that the
Commercial club is advancing rap-
idly, as new members always show
an increase not only in membership
hut also in interest. The work that
is to be done at the club room in
the 'iine of repairing the fixtures and
retlnting the walls also met with
the approval of the directors. The
meeting . was enthusiastic and was
well attended by the members of the
executive board. f
American Association
Kansas City at Louisville; cloudy.
St. Paul at Toledo; clear.
Minneapolis at Indianapolis; clear.
Milwaukee at Columbus; cloudy.
Western League
Denver at Lincoln; clear.
Topeka at Wichita; clear.
Sioux City at Des Moines; clear.
Omaha at St. Joseph ; Iclear.
.J!
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
National League1
At Chicago Chicago, ll Philadel-
phia, 3.
At Cincinnati New York, 4; Cin-
cinnati, 2.
At St. Louis Brooklyn, 10; St.
Loui3, 5.
At Pittsburgh Boston, 6; Pitts-
burgh. 5.
American League.
At Philadelphia Philadelphia, 3;
Cleveland, 2.
At Washington Chicago, 4; Wash-
ington, 1.
At Boston Boston, 3; St. Louis, 2-
At New York Detroit, 5; New
"York, 3.
Western League
At Wichita Wichita, 2; Topeka, 1.
At St. Joseph St.. Joseph, 8; Oma-
ha, 1.
At Lincoln Denver, 4; Lincoln, 2.
At Des Moines Des Moines, i
Sioux City, 7. .
THE OLD RELIABLE
v r Zr r "s i iA IN'Ulibarri and his friend to move alons.Of course Ulibarri couldn't take all
that from Montoya, and consequently
City Seems to Have Future.
Punta Arenas, the southernmost city
in the world, at the gateway between
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, now
has a population decidedly cosmopo-
litanof more than 12,000. It is listed
as one of the big wool shipping ports,
and sends out something like 16,000,-00- 0
pounds a season. It is well lighted
by electricity, has waterworks, two
theaters, is well supplied with schools,
and has quite a number of public
buildings. The severity of the climate
has not been allowed to keep It back
on the road to prosperity, and some
private residences especially testify
to the substantial and permanent
character of civilization
a fist fight started..
Ulibarri was the better man and
Montoya, apparently realizing that un-
less he could get in a knockout punch
- -
- - -
"''
-I 7he would lose the bout, decided to
bite his antagonist's ear, which he I
did. causinsr that member to bleed
freely f and putting Ulibarri out of
commission.
The ii gilt was' witnessed by a num-
ber of the frequenters of the pool hall,
and
, during he fight two friends of
the respective boys pitched in and
helped, but' without doing any 'execu-
tion. Ulibarr? stated this morning
that he would have Montoya arrested No Substitute Could do This
No inferior substitute but only the X Y y x.on the charge of attempt to kill. The genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
Best Bark for Tanning Leather.
Quebracho bark, one of the chief ex-
ports of the Argentine, will tan
leather at least three' times as fast
as the bark of the oak or the hemlock,
and in less than ten years fortunes
have been made by speculating in
quebracho lands. Nearly a million
tons of the wood or the dry extract
are sent to this country and Europe
annually. The growth of the tree is
of the slowest, and it is estimated
that a thousand years is required to
reach maturity.
man "had not Been arrested up to
, r..&--noon today.
Pet.
.681
.604
.537
.521
.462
.449
.426
rid J. F. Wallich, Bart.let.t, Nen., oi nis
kidney trouble. He says: "I was
bothered with backache, and the pain
would run up to the back of my head,
and I had spells of dizziness. Itook
Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
work and I am now entirely rfd of
kidnev trouble." O. G. Schaefer and
Ok Go.ORjAjWEAK STOMACH V:Take Chamberlain's Tablets. They ss, ; Kelly
STANDING OF THE CLUB
National League
Club WTon Lost
Philadelphia 32 15
New York 29 19
Chicago 29 25 '
Brooklyn ..... ..25 23
Pittsburg 24 28
Boston 22 27
St. Louis ...23 31
Cincinnati ....19 35
American League
Club Won Lost
Philadelphia 40 12
Cleveland 36 19
Washington 29 25
Albuquerque for a short business visit
enable the ; stomach to perform its
functions naturally. For sale by all
dealers. Adv. Sole AgentsRed Vrosa Drug Store. Subscribe for The Optic.
SHAFFER SAYS HE WILL WIN BY A
: :
-- KNOCKOUT; NEWMAN IS CONFIDENT TRY AN M. IN THEChicago .....30 26Boston 26 25
Detroit 23 34
iu Las Vegas. (
F. H. Barnes of New, York City
and C. P. Cummings of Pittsburg
were visitors in this city . yesterday
evening for a short time on their way
from California to their-- ' respective
homes. They are both prominent
members of the Moose lodge.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Davidson and
Throsh Davidson drove in yesteroay
evening in their Locomobile en route
from Los Angeles, Ca'iif.. to,,thetr
homes at Wichita, Kans. Theythave
made the trip without accident, but
found very bad roads along the route,
caused by the heavy rains.
if nSt. Louis 21 39New York 13 33
"' Western League (.;
Club ' ' Won Lost
Pet.
.769
.655
.537
.536
.510
.404
,350
.255
Pet.
.60S
.582
.556
.554
.545
.407
.375
.238
fill! COIDI
business men and clerke will be forc-
ed to work tonight until 9 o'clock.
All stores will close promptly at''9
o'clock and it ia expected that a large
crowd will be on the scene by '9:30
o'clock when the first preliminary
will start. Arrangements for the re-
feree have not been completed, but a
capable man will be chosen.
The advance sale of tickets for the
Newman-Shaffe- r bout tonight is the
largest Bat, has been sold here since
the' boxing' "gama-- fedt its new start.
With this view the prospects for a
record breaking crowd are exception-
ally good. Arrangements have been
completed the " Seat lit the " opera
house have been arranged and good
preliminaries have been scheduled.
Denver . .v. ;37 16
St. Joseph .":r. ".Vv;32 23
Lincoln .. ...'.".......30 21
Des Mofnes ..........31 25
Omaha ....30 25
Sioux City ....22 32
Topeka 21 35 snow, to keep up water supply for i close of which she vill. le tWihcita 17 40
The curtain raiser will go six
rounds, and the gemi-windu- p will con-
sist of eight rounds. The prelimina-
ries will be fast,.' and--M- fought
by local boys. ,
-N-evman-idBUfter- finished their
training Sunday afternoon. Both are
lir excellent condition and are as
ready for the bout tonight as two
fighters ever could be. Newman stat-
ed yesterday that he was never in
better condition and that he will be
at his best tonight. Shaffer says that
his condition is excellent and that he
will be three times better tonight
when he enters the ring.
Both hoys are confident of victory.
The enthusiasm for this fight has been
great. Business men, clerks and ev-
ery other specimen of man have been
talking fight for the past week. In
Albuquerque interest also has been
aroused. Those fans who will arrive
in the city this evening to attend
the bout will be prepared to cover any
Newman money that is in Las Vegas
or any other place, It is said.
The fight will start at 9:3 oo'clock.
This late hour was suw.wtted on ac- -
......4..t. 4. t
a life certificate.
There is a fine pi j t
bumper (crop iu tli'o t i i
farmers are wearing Ihom t
defy !i:t'd times and 1 w t
JOHN STEIN RESIGNS.
It became known here today that
John Stein, for a number of years
superintendent of the Fred Harvey
isystem with jurisdiction between Co-
lorado Springs and El Paso and resi-
dence in Las Vegas, has resigned to
become effective July 1, and that E.
T. Plowman, manager of the Casta-ned- a
hotel here, will succeed him 8
superintendent. D. Benjamin, man-
ager of the Harvey system, was here
yesterday for a brief conference with
the local Harvey men. it is unaer-stoo- d
that Mr. Stein resigns to de-
vote Lis entire time to the manage-
ment
.large apartment houseof a
which he owns in Long Beach, Cal.
Mr.
.Stein, the retiring superintendent,
'is known 'from one end of the Harvey
system to the other as a genial and
competent official, popular alike with
I am just as confident
Shaffer tonight as I
was of. being victor over Bud
Boyd last month. At that time
I was weakened because I had
been obliged to pull off a lot of
weight in order to coma under
the figure required by the ar-
ticles. Consequently I did not
have a knockout punch. This
tiiiip, however. I am flrone
and I have a punch that will
stop Shaffer. My friends may
feel s?fe in oount'iig on mo ns
a sure winner. LOfiS
'This fight is not worrying
me in the least. I am in tiptop
condition and am confident of
being declared the winner. I
expect to win by the knockout
route somewhere about the
sixth round. It is my opinion
the bout will never go the en-
tire ten rounds. I have work-
ed hard for this bout- - and I
realize that if I win it will
put tne on the way up the lad-
der and it possible for
m? to secure. some good fights.
HARRY SHAFFER.
some time to come.
Oscar Burch and wife, who have
spent a couple of weeks m our scenic
canyon, returned to the city today, ho
to take up his duties in the postof-fke- .
E. F. Scovi'ile and wifo of Kansas
City, who have been spending several
weeks at the lUiker ran Si, ra 1i
parled for their home. Mr. Bcoville
proved to bn qmlo a hnnur wl j
bore, seeing- t0 bear, k .'i ' - cf
them, besides a eiod d ! ff f ! 1
.tame and trout galore.
MlMK Grace 1 it'.-- , si.t Si. i '
last year at f " ',
uwrntas o bt--r w-.i'- ii ia 1. jn1-m- r
scttooj pt 1- '- i" l, t t- -
EEULAH BUDGET.
Beulah, N. M., June 14. The long
drouth of a month or more was
broken by a steady downpour, such
as come only to the righteous. The
aggregate in four days was four and
one-hal- f inches.
A party which held a festival !n
honor of Zack Renshaw's acquittal
In district court went to the top of
the main range and report a very
large accumulatiou of vast banks ft
F the 1 1 f 2
t t'u i ; 1 J -
s'j , I' t 1
Ci i i i is : t
n r i I r i '
"''it
1 ft C
' count of the fact that a number oi
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Deafness Cannn he Cured
o?e LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN A RLE ALWAYS HANDLED
by locill applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.There is only one way to cure deaf-
ness, and that is by constitutional ohe OPTIC
remedies, nearness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lin
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a run-
ning sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness is SOCIETY DIRECTORY.rjAtthe result, and unless the inflamma-
tion can he taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hear-
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A. M. Regular com-f- k
munication first and
AV 'third Thursday In
each month. Visiting
cases out of ten are caused by Ca COLU
L. o. O. MOOSE Meets second ami
fourth Thursday evening eaei
month al W O W. Hall. VUitlW
brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator; J. ThornhilL
Secretary.
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam
ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by V brothers cordially
in--
' vlted. Wm. P. Mills,
W. M., H. 8 .an Petten, Secretary.RATES FOR CLASSIFIED AOVER.TISEMENTS
catarrh) that cannot he cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu-
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. Mt
I. O. of B. B. Meet every first
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers art
cordially invited Isaac Appel
President: Charles Ureenclay, See
retary
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-..- f
alar conclave w, 4 Tww-$M- "
day In each month at Ma-sonl-o
Temple at 7:39 p. m. G. H.
Klnkel, St. C; Chas. Tarn me,
Five centt per !!ne eacn insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary word to a line.
No ad to occupy less ipace than two
lines, Al) advert! merit charged
will be booked at space actua'ly set,
without regard to number of word
Cash In advance preferred.
TAX PAYMENTS
Notice is hereby given that any
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
to a penalty of five per centum.
Further notice is hereby given, that
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER MO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con-- -
vocation first Monday In
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1. Meets every Monday evening al
their hall on Sixth stret. n visit
lng brethren cordially invited to at
tend. F. D. Fries,. N. Cl.; Gui
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer
C. V. Hedsicock, cemetery trustee.
1JJU T u. i eaca month, at Masonicafter July l, 1913, notice will be duly
H i WSO i LdiLiVii-iii- a'published of the public sale of allproperty upon which taxes of A. D.
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
for such sale, and such property up
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.O B. Hubbard, H, P.; F. O.-- v Blood, Secretary.
PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
8. Meets tint and third FridajB
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Mrs, J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Ma-
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 829.
on which taxes of 1912 are then delln
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN Iquent, will bvs sold as required by the
session Laws of 1913.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,
1913.
EUGENIO ROMERO,
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourth
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Clerk; Z. W, Montague, Local Dsp
uty. Visiting members are espe-
cially welcome and cordially Invit
Wanted
WANTED Camp cook for Y. M. C.
A. Apply Secretary P. H. LeNoir.
Treasurer and Collector, San FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO,Miguel County, N. M.
Did you ever stop to think
of the deep significance of the
above oft-repeat- ed ed.WANTED Second hand wood cookstove for Y. M. C. A. camp. Phone
Phil H. LeNoir, Y. M. C. A.
102 Mees every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglak avenue.at
8 o'clock. Visiting members are
cordially welcoma J. C. WerU,
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
ATTORNKVe
HUNKER & HUNKEH
George H'. Hunker Cheater A. h
Attorneys-at-La-
Ls Vegas. New jtei.--
WANTED Reliable girl of good mo-
rals for housework. No other need
apply. 1054 Seventh street.
For Sate
NOTICE.
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
club has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northern-
most of th group of Kroenlg's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will be allowed jo hunt ' or
fish upon this property except mem-
bers of the club, and all persons go-
ing there must be prepared' to show
a membership card In this organiza-
tion. Otherwise they will be arrest-
ed for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND FISHING CLUB.
8. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth atveo-an-
Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersar-
cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con-
don, Secretary.
CHICKENS FOR SALE All laying
hens. Apply Mrs. Harry Vogt, 1024
Third street.
DENTISTS
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTi
Crockett Building.
Office Telephone Man i.
House Telephone Mala !
It is estimated that more
than 95 per cent of the popu-
lation of the United States
that can read are newspaper
readers.
FOR SALE Piano, furniture, rugs,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-CI-
NO. 804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday In O. R. O. Hall,
Pioneer building. Visiting mem-
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
stove, range etc. Best quality, good
as new. 1007 Eleventh street. OR, F. B. HUXMANN
Dentist
Oental work of any' descrlptioi
moderate prices.
Room reenter Block. Tel. Mam :
V.aaf Jjn Vfisrfts. N. M
FOR SALE One horse, single har-
ness, mowing machine, rake and 2
plows. Mrs. Nisson, North Fourth
street.
AUTOMOBILE, CARRIAGE
AND
SIGN PAINTING
N. O. HER MAN
429 GRAND AVE.
DORADO LODGE NO.EL
FOR SALE Household goods and
laying hens; also chicks tao mcnths
old. 723 Main avenue
KNIGHTS OF PV
TH IAS Meets ev
ery Monday even
lng in Castle Hall
Visiting Knigiitf
dre cordially lnvit
i. Chas Llebacs
ner, Chancelloi
Commander. Harry
Professional Health Culture for Ladle
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalj
Treatment; Facial Massagfe, Manicurt
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
JICAL TIBE.CA80
FOR SALE At a bargain A fine
new upright piano. E. E. Wentworth
Layton, 918 Eighth street.
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and Subscribe for The Optic.Seal.100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
cash with order. Mrs. M. B. Stev-
ens, Humboldt, Kan. --?3
EAST BOUND
Arrivo Bepan
No 2 - . 9:10 p. m :16 p. :
No 4. 11:05 p. m 11:05 p. m
No. ... 2:05 a. m 2:10 a
No lfl . 145 o. m. . . . 2:10 ,
WEST BOUND
No. i.... 1:20 p. m..... l: p.
No 3 fi:10 a. m 6:15 a.
No. 7.... 4:20 p. m.. .'. . 4:30 p.
No.
.
... 6:35 p. m 7:00 p.
Not so vtry long ago "I
see by the papers" referred
merely to some news happen-
ing, but today the expression
is just as likely to indicate
store news, advertising news,
the arrival of some choice
merchandise, some change in
style, a new idea in apparel,
or any one of a hundred inter-
esting and constantly chang-
ing bits of information which
crowd the pages of the reliable
daily papers like
FOR SALE 1913 Model motorcycles
and motor boats at bargain prices,
all makes, brand new machines, on
eary payment plan. Get our propo-
sition before buying or you will re-
gret it, also bargains in used motor-
cycles. Write us today. Enclose
stamp for reply. Address Lock Box
11, Trenton, Mich.
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery 20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery 25c per 100 lbs
,200 to. 1000 lbs, each delivery : 40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery .50c per IOC lbs
Las Vedas Ice & Storage Co.
For YOU!
Far RmntThis elegant Rogers' 1200 Lincoln AveI Phono Main 227
mSilver Spoon FOR RENT Furnished room. 915Sixth street.
FOR RENT Five room furnished cot-
tage. Call LeRoy House, 618 Grand.
-i-fyou use
EMPRESS
FLOUR FOR RENT Front bedroom. Miss
Richley. 508 Main Avenue.tl T A o
RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs-- , or More, Each Del very , ..20c per 100 lbs..
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery ....25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery 30c per 100 lbs.
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery 50c per 100 lbs.
AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
It 's eivinff you FOR RENT Two adobe houses, one
and one also fur-
nished tent house. Mrs. p. C. Nis-
son, North Fourth street.
a present for do-
ing something
you 'd do tiny
FOR RENT Three sunny rooms
suitable for light housekeeping. In-
quire 623 Twelfth street
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS
FLOUR really is. & ROOMS FOR RENT No health
seekers need apply. Call White
Kitchen. ANT Ads
Are Best
18
wis. FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
511 Ninth street.
i arket Fi rs
I si
Made by GER-
MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
V. SPOON IT 'S
X GENUINE WM.
V ROGERS &
Y SONS' A A
STANDARD
SILVER
I PLATE
BEAUTIFUL
f FRENCH- -
GREY (STER- -
LING) FINISH
There is, indeed, much
worth while thsxt one
may "see by the papers"
if he will but study the ad-
vertising pages.
LOST Dog. Collie pup, Return to
C. P. Trumbull, 920 Seventh street
and, receive reward.
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among al! r
those who MIGHT BWY the particular thleg 1 worth most
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someos
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would ne?er hear v
your property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and, answer ads. in this newspaper waat tM
are anxious to pay easn for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and fnrnitnro, articlwi of aaefulness of any sort, and musical
struinenu.
As the classified ada, ar read by all possible buyeis, of all pj
slble sorts of thJigs, they have come to be finders of the best
RAILWAY SLEUTHS IN SESSION
Salt Iake- City, U... June 17. Prac-
tically all the western railroads are
represented at the seventeenth an-
nual convention of the International
Association of Railway Special
Agents, which opened its session of
three days hers today. There is also
a fair attendance from other parts
of the United States and from some
of the Canadian railways.
' EMPRESS
can he ob--
. a
tamed m this city from
ALL GROCERSJ
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i
to make a sound, until 1 lift my handAJau ialllie Ope
X
CONDITIONS ARE
GOOD, SAYS
CLEVS
Inj ragfer Ibcodi
-
WW
st .t cabin window. After that, kill
any man who tries to escape. Get a
move on!"
So, with me at his tail, he crept
along from cover to cover, waving
hand signals to throw his squad into
place. The enemy's five horses at the
door were led off by Billy's Siwash
arriero, and Nitchie Scott, so gently
that the robbers thought they were
grazing. By that time Dale and me
was at the window gap on the north
side of the shack, but the candle was
Ai IUnstratians ta
grabs" iC"uure;" 'she'' explains; ' "si-
lt's only a schlip av iapn
Seems to be scratches on the smooth
side of this paper, sort of reminding
me that Euil has a fountain-pe- stick-
ing out of his vest pocket If he's
been writing with milk, I'd warm the
paper but no, we use canned milk,
and haven't got any either. I've heard
faintly somewheres of things wrote In
spittle, so I pours on a bottle of ink,
and rinses the paper in the water-bu- tt
Yes, there's the message plain as print
"Gun to hand, but cartridges wrong
size, no good. Get .45. Billy to wait
with ponies under nearest pine N. of
cave, when plough above N. Star.
Send more gum for chiefs wound.
iElkvrarthYoTuag
TL n?3 j-- " fT BUT THERE IS NO REASON FOR
OVERCONFIDENCE, THE NEW
YORK BANKER THINKS
'M Am
in our way, we couldn't see through
its glew, and it wasn't till we got
round to the door hole that we'd a
view of what was going on inside.if My wife stood in the nor'west. rieht. Bull."CoPY'RllHtf' WJ? TsK CfIlNl'tiir--r Billy was mounting at the door to
ranch', "and puY'Kla 'tres'outA-inau- h
the way to "
Dale bad stepped from his horse,
and stood in the doorway, making it
dark inside. "Where ia blazes are
you?"
"Look," said I, and Dale watched,
for the boy, dead pale, was lurching
from side to side, his eyes closed, his
lips still moving.
"Only drugged," said I. "Who let
them robbers escape?"
"Ransome Pollock," said Dalei.
"Who else?"
"Dave."
"How's his poor tooth?" eays I, and
Dale explained he'd been clubbed.
Young O'Flynn rolled over, and went
down smash, so that I had to kneel,
and try If his heart was all right It
thumped along steady and give no
sign of quitting.
"I had to," said I, "old Whiskers
yonder Is the widow's husband, and
father to this boy. He's clear grit
Iron."
"Where's the widow?"
"Resting." I heard horses come
thundering out of the dusk. "Robbers
broke south?"
"Yep."
"Hev they grow'd wings?"
"Nope."
"Can't swim the Fraser?"
"Bottled?" said he, cheering up.
"Some," says I. "Not corked yet.
You want to make a line here quick,
from the foot of the upper cliff to the
edge of the river, and each man make
three big fires. Then post half your
men to tend fires, and the best shots
to hold that line with rifles. Them
WA
iy no general ovcrsupply of
The moderate contraction ofi
credit thus far enforced has also te;:-;'-e-
to improve general conditions
place the country upon a stronger and
more conservative basis. ComraercliiJ
paper is in better supply and offew
ings are more freely taken. Indicating
sound business conditions. There 13
every reason to believe that as soon
as the tariff is settled a decided busi-
ness recovery will follow. In the Etecl
trade there is already a disposition to
place orders with more freedom. Or-
ders for cottou goods and woolens ar j
increasing. Our foreign trade con-tlnv-
to Improve, the Increase In ex-
ports of manufactures being' particu-
larly gratifying. The crop outlook is
good, in spite of minor setbacks owing
to low temperatures. The season la
stmewhat late, hut corn alw.iy inaKes
rapid progress during July and Aug-
ust, and other crops afford a promise
about as good as a year ago. The
home banking situation is slowly but
surely Improving as a result of per-
sistent contraction. Forthcoming bank
statements In reply to the last call
from Washington should show mora
or less strengthening of reserves in
all parts of the country.
There is good reason to hope that
the market has taken a more encour-
aging turn for the better. At the
same time it would be imprudent to
be overconfident. The financial situa-
tion at home has not yet been entirely
far corner. A man with a gray chin
whisker and a mournful smile, with
his gun muzzle in her right ear, was
shoeing her head against the wall.
Bull was talking as usual, explaining
how his tact was better'n Whiskers'
gun at persuading females. Ginger
was trying to assuage Bull. The
greaser was keeping a kind of look-
out, although he couldn't see from the
lighted room into the dark where he
wr.s. Ginger clapped his paws over
Bull's mouth before the proceedings
went on.
put out for solitude, but since he
knows I can't miss under two hun-
dred yards, he was persuaded to come
into the cabin. There I read him some
of the etiquette about keeping his tem-
per and not using coarse language.
Also I told him politely what I thought
of him, and where he'll go when he
dies. He waited, stroking the little fur
on his muzzle, till I got through, look-
ing so damned patient with me that I
came near handing him one in the eye.
Xew York, June 17. It has been an
eventful week upon the Stock ex-
change. First came the Minnesota
rate decision from the supreme court,
which was momentarily a disappoint-
ment to railroad interests, although
not without its favorable features.
This decision has happily settled the
question of state rights a to the pow-
er of rate making. At present a state
has the power to make and regulate
rates within its borders provided no
rates are now in existeuce within such
territory made by the interstate com-
merce commission, whose jurisdic-
tion la supreme. This power of the
commission has perhaps been exercis
SYNOPSIS.
PART ONE.
CHAPTER I The story opens withJesse Smith relating the story of his
birth, his early life in Labrador and of
the death of his father.
CHAPTER II Jesse becomes a sailor.
His mother marries the master of the
ship and both are lost in the wreck of
the vessel.
CHAPTER III Jesse becomes a cowboyIn Texas.
CHAPTER IV-- He marries Polly, a
singer of questionable morals, who laterIs reported to have committed suicide.
CHAPTER V Jesse becomes a ranchei
and moves to British Columbia.
"You invited these robbers to my
grass?"Now," says Whiskers sadly, "are
you goln' to scream any more?" He nodded.
"Thanks to yon, my wife had a gunKate's face was dead white with
muzzle screwed around in her ear."
ed only two or three times in Its his- -"Bet she squinted!" said Billy.
If I lose my temper, I can't, shoot,
rage. "You cur," said she, "I screamed
because my you're hurting me, you
brute! Leave off if you want to hear
one word from me. Leave off! That's
better. No, I won't scream again."
tory. Congress, the supreme g
body of the nation, through itsand Billy knew that well. "She's up
agin it good and hard," said he.
The gun sight was tearing her ear 'Agin what?"
"Making a silk, purse out of a sow'sas she screwed her head around, look
servant, the interstate commerce com-
mission, is thus recognized as the
final authority in the making and reg-
ulation of railroad rates n all the
states. The railroads and all large
ear."ing him full in the eyes. "If you do
YmjnG You lop-eare- mangy, pig-face- d, cured. The tension upon the moneyme any harm," she said, "my hus-
band's friends won't let you off with herring-gutte- son of a"
death. They'll burn you. Stand back, "From the 'Etiquette?' " asked Billy.
1 don' think much of you, anyway.you coward!"
PART TWO.
CHAPTER I Kate Trevor takes up the,
narrative. Unhappily married she con-
templates suicide, but changes her mind
after meeting Jesse.
CHAPTER II Jessa rescues Kate fromher drink-madden- husband who at-
tempts to kill her. Trevor loses his lifein the rapids.
CHAPTER III Kate rejects offer ot
grand opera managers to return to the
stage and marries Jesse,
CHAPTER IV-T- helr married life starts
out happily.
CHAPTER V Kate succumbs to the
pleadings of a composer to return to the
Btaga and runs away with him. Shs
rescues Widow O'Flynn from her burning
house, is badly burned herself and re-turns home where Jesse receives her with
open arms.
CHAPTER VI Cattle thieves appear In
the neighborhood. Jesse asks Kate to trto a. Blace of safety. Ta hin Joy she rs--
Mother ain't got no use for you either,He flinched back just a little, and' I
orany of the neighbors, you old cowsaw his hand drawing slowly clear of
her head. thief!"
Now If Billy talked so big as allGet your horses," she cried out
sharp, "you've barely time to escape!"
Then I fired, the bullet throwing
that hand back, so that it contracted
on the gun. His revolver shot went
that, it must be to astonish his mother.
So she must be at the keyhole, and
sure enough I heard her grind her
stump with the backache from stoop-
ing down. Happens Mrs. Smith has a
garden squirt which it holds a gallon,
so while I kep' young Billy interested
with patches of etiquette, I took off
the hose, filled the squirt, and let drive
through the key-hol- e into the widow's
through the rear wall. The hand yas
spoiled.
robbers has got to break through
when they knows they're cornered.
Here's your boys, Iron. Git a move
on!"
"That's so," says Dale, and in two
shakes of a duck's tail he was throw-
ing his men into line. Meanwhile the
widow, wild and lone, had flew; so
that left Kate without help, her job
being coffee to keep the boys awake
till we'd daylight to corner the rob-
bers.
Men watching on a strain like that
get scary as cats, bo by moonset some
of our warriors would loose off guns
at stumps, trees, rocks, or just be
cause they felt lonesome. After the
moon went down, dry fuel got scant,
so that the fires waned, and some ot
our young men must have eeen mil-
lions of outlaws. When at last some-
thing actually happened, It was "nat
ural that Ransome should have adven-
tures. He wasn't built for solitude,
and when he seen a flag wave from
behind a bush he called the boys from
left and right to bunch in and corrobo-
rate. The filig kep' waving, and pres-
ently two more of our men had to JoiD
the bunch because they couldn't shout
their good advice, lest the robbers
bear every word. I was away to Apex
Now, hands up, all of you!" Dale
(Continued From Saturday) yelled. "Hands up! Drop your guns!"One of the robbers was raising his
Kate's Face Was Dead White With
Ra'ge.
found out which weeks the Cariboo
stage carries specie, and how many
thousand dollars a month in amalgam
comes down from the Sky-lin- e camp.
He even dragged out of me that old
Surly Brown, the miser, has fifteen
thousand dollars buried under the
dirt floor of his cabin which, reminds
me that if Brown's home becomes the
Bcene of a mining stampede, I'll have
to keep shy of his rifle. Yes, Bull
showed a great gift of faith, and got
both hie photo and the negative to
show there was no ill feeling. I'm
pastoral, harmless, simple, raised for
a pet.
Leaving Kate hid in a ruined shack,
half-wa- y to the ferry, I was down by
eleven p. m. to the bank of the river,
hailing old man Brown. So soon. as
he'd brung me acrost, I sent him to
ride for all he wae worth and collect
our constable, which cost me eighteen
dollars and a horse. The money is
eevere, but I'll get even on horse
trades.
From midnight to one a. m. I put
in the time cussing Dale; from then
till two a m. I felt that nobody loved
gun to fire, so I had to kill him. The
corporate interests will welcome na-
tional instead of Individual state reg-
ulation of their properties, and the
exercise of the central authority of
congress will conduce in the long run
to the stability and prosperity of bus-
iness, so there is after all a bright
lining to the clouds that now obscure
the vision of the American people.
The next Important event was the
aannouncement of Secretary of the
Treasury McAdoo that he was willing
to authorize additional hank note cir-
culation to the amount of $.'00,000,000
under the Aldrich-Vreelan- d act when
the emergencies demanded. There
was nothing new in this announce-
ment, for bankers and others in the
financial district were quite well
aware that the secretary had this pow-
er. But the announcement of the
readiness of the new administration
to adopt this method when desirable
exerted a most reassuring effect, and
the better feeling thus induced caused
a sharp rally in the entire market and
justly so. The short Interest had been
ear. At that she lifted up her voicerest surrendered.
and wept."Kate," said I, sort of quiet, and she
came to me. Feeling better, I resumed the conver
market is great and the demands for
new capital still very insistent. Po-
litical conditions are ' unsatisfactory.
The situation abroad Is still one of
great 'strain. There have been sev-
eral failures in London, resulting from
the extreme tension in credit, and in
Paris and Berlin there Is a similar
situation, aggravated by local affairs.
Purls is suffering f cm the reaction in
Russian industrials, while Germany!
is passing through a general tra?3 re-
act ion and a universal shxlnkaa
securities The failure of the German
loan is an unwelcome reminder ot
worldwide monetary strain, which can-
not foe cured overnight. Its Cana-
dian situation is also one of concern,
the break in Canadian Pacific having
had damaging effects in the London
market. Delay and confusion in the
Harriman dissolution plans add to dis-
couragement. There is, however, a
danger of pessimism being; overdone.
In reality thero la a better buying
power in the market that has existed
In several months. This has been
brought about partly by liquidation
and partly by the accumulation of
large sums of money for the purpose
of investment For the time bein?
the outlook 13 certainly for a tnor.;
confident and active market.
HENRY CLEWS.
sation. "Billy," sez I, smooth as
cream, while I filled the squirt, on
the shelf there you'll find a little small
bottle." In my dim way I aimed to
get him excited, and talkative, divulg
CHAPTER VII. x
The Round-Up- .
Jesse's Narrative.
While I made signal fires on the
top of the cliff, Mr. Robber came to
find out from my wife' why for J
hadn't called to leave my card at the
South Cave. He's picturesque, says
she, hair like a raven's wing, eyes
steel-blue- , scarf indigo striped with
orange, shirt black silk, woolly shaps
out of ft Wild West show, gold and
silver fixings, Cheyenne saddle, car-
bine of some foreign breed, or maybe
a Krag, manners fit for a king, age
ing secrets with all his heart Then
afterward I'd like him asleep, out of
mischief.
"Get your bottle yourself," says he,
sort of defiant, so I let drive at him Rock, Iron down in the canyon, andthese blaBted idiots talked.with the squirt . Of course old Whiskers knew that
"If you please," said I, and he got
the bottle all right
If you don't mind," said I, "will you considerably expanded by previous
de-
velopments, and the rush to cover
antelope will always creep up to in-
spect any waving rag. Before the ex-
citement was properly begun he and
his robbers slipped through our broken
line.
just draw the cork?" ..... .
me; from two a. m. to half past, I
was scheming to take the robbers
single-hande- At two thirty-fiv- e Dale
rolled up with nine men from Sky-lin- e,
mounted on Billy's ponies, besides
"And if I won't?"
I took my squirt and watched him
CHAPTER VIII.
The Stampede.
Jesse's narrative.
Which these robbers we got In the
cave is a disappointment This old
man what leads them with a plume on
his face, ought to have more deport-
ment, for screwing a gun In Kate'a
ear ain't no sort of manners. Even
after I'd shot his hand to chips, he
grabbed Ransome's gun with his left
and tried to make me lie down.
There's some folks jest don't know
when you give them a hint.
And Bull, with the sad eyes, claims
on me his ancient friendship. While
we lashed his thumbs behind him, he
.old us he'd been educated at Oxford
and. Cambridge.
"What!" Kate flashed out, "after
leaving Eton and Harrow?"
"Yes, and I've' enough education to
guess this ain't no way to treat Amer-
ican citizens. You'll hear of this," he
shouted, "from Uncle Sam!"
"Thar," eays Dale, "I knew there'd
be rewards for you, dead or alive.
How much? Two thousand dollars a
head?" '
Then old Whiskers ordored Bull to
If Ransome has time to aim he'spull the cork.
"Thank you," sez I, Beeing howO'Flynn,
and Ranaome Pollock, who
may be good for a burnt offering but
isn't much use alive. beautiful is the use of true politeness.
Now may I trouble you to spill what'sOf course, having raised the coun TCftthprine T,. Norton. New Bedford.
dangerous to the neighbors, but since
the odds were a thousand to one the
gun would kick him as far as next
Thursday, I'd have bet my debts he
wouldn't hit the party with that flag.
Yet that's what happened. He got the
widow O'Flynn.
left in the bottle into that there gob-
let? Now be eo kind." Mass ksvs: "I had a terrible paintry, I'd got to make good, producinga business proposition and robbers to iicmsa mv back, with a burning ami
shorts materially aided the upward
movement. Mr. McAdoo's action de-
serves high commendation as a mas-
ter stroke. It is known that the notes
for the emergency are already print-
ed and could be promptly issued if re-
quired. The mere fact, however, that
they are practically and Instantly
available will do much to restore con-
fidence and check foolish panic talk.
Nothing will do more to render the
Issue of this currency unnecessary
than the fact that it is immediately
available.
The home business situation is gen-- j
follow. Iron has no sense of humor
scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney-
-
anyhow, and can't see jokes unless the Pills as advised, with results certainWith one heart-rendin- devastatingprices is wrote plain on their tickets.
He's come to this earth after dollars. howl she went to grass, and she did
surely shriek as If there was no here
and sure. I felt toned up and invigor-
ated I recommend Foley Kidney
Pills." For backache, rheumatism.If a batch of robbers is liable to cost
liimbneo. and all kidney and bladderhim fifty dollars a day, and only
thirty-four- , height six feet two inches,
chest only thirty-eigh- t, and such a sad
smile all of this will be useful to
the police.
He tried all he knew to get out of
being photographed, which I wlsht I'd
been there, for it must have been
plumb comic, but we all submits when
Kate pete after us. That reminds me
that J he can't capture the camera
and J late, we're apt to be burnt out
by accident.
She led him on and made him talk.
If his boss knew how much Kate has
down in her note-boo- k, this guy with
the sad eyes would get kicked all
round the pasture. When I axed if
the robber made love to her, my wife
Juet laughed, and turned away, telling
me not to be a fool; but the blush
came around her neck.
I dunno. Perhaps it's my liver, so
il'm taking the only medicine I have,
which it tastes like liniment. Is it
liver, or am I getting to dislike this
iperson?
II.
So happens, while I was writing,
Billy O'Flynn comes along with the
pack outfit on his way to Sky-lin- He
wanted to know why I made them fires,
bo I explained I was making a clearing
fetches fifty-on- e dollars a day on the ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drus
Store.
contract his mine is better money, so
he rolls his tail and takes away his
men. That's Iron Dale seven days in shut his head. He's a curious, slow,
mournful voice, like a cat with the
erally sound. Merchants and manu- -
facturers are running upon a hand-to- -the week. HARVARD'S CLASS DAY
Cambridge, Mass., June 17. Today;
I i A.'f..'FHe's right smart, too, at holding a mouth basis and there Ift?onsequent- -toothache.
"I demand "
"Shut up."
business meeting, so when I'd ate was class day at Harvard. From ear
cranberry pie, which is a sort of com-
pliment from the mine, and the boys ly morning tho seniors
were to boSo Bull shut up while we lashed him,
seen in cap and gown gathered inlikewise young Ginger and the greaser,has some of Brown's tea as a donation
roups about the quadrangle or hurryfrom me, the convention sits down
solemn to talk robbers. ing hither and thither about tho yard
Seeing the fellow I'd killed might want
an inquest, we laid him straight in the
ruined shack, and then marched our
prisoners off to South Cave, where
Moved and seconded that hold-up- s
fV--
'
-
"I refuse!"
The squirt wont scare any more
Billy, so I exhibits my gun.
"I regrets to remark, Mr. O'Flynn,
that this gun acts sort of sudden."
"Shoot, and you go to jail!"
"But first, my dear young friend, I've
time to lop off a few fingers, one at a
time won't miss them all at once. May
I request you to pour out the medi-
cine? No not on the floor, please, but
into the goblet, while I observe that
your right thumb seems tender after
that cut, and ought to he treated. So,
a little more. That's right. Now honor
me by adding a little water from the
pitcher. Thank you. Thumb feeling
easier? Well, that there laudanum
soothes the fractious infant, and
causes a whole lot of repose. Quite
sweet without sugar. Yes, please,
you'll lift the goblet to your mouth
while I watch that nothing goes wrong
with your pug nose. You want to
throw back your head, you treacher-
ous swine. Drink, or I'll splash your
brains on the floor!"
"I daren't! It's poison!"
"It's bullets you'd better! Drink,
or I'll kill you! Drink! One two-m- uch
obliged, I'm sure. Hope you'll
sleep well."
"Curse you!" he shrieked, and flung
the glass at my head.
Then down came the widow like a
landslide. She scratched my face,
confessed my sins, sobbed over her
darling Billy avick, prescribed for my
future, wrung her wet frock, and
made a Boap emetic for her offspring
fill I .ain't encouraged in her majesty's do-
minions, and we hands these robbers they'll wait until we get our constable
to the constable as his lawful meat, to arrest them.
II.
Where
Shall We
Go 1 his
Summer?
intent on the final preparations for
the successful carrying out of tho
program of the day.
The day began with the customary
devotional services in Appleton chap
el. An hour later came the exercises
in Sanders theater. The oration W"as
but we got to get 'em first.
up thar for Kate's spring chrysanthe Now on the second day after we capResolved that there's money in it.
tures these ladrones, along toward supThe owners of them cattle had ought
per, the depositions of the various parto be grateful and show their grati
ties is as follows, viz.:tude, 'cause otherwise the stock is given by Daniel Sargent of Wcllesley,
apt to scatter. Proposed that we hit Up to the ruined shack two mile
north of my home, lies the remains
mums. (She spelt that word, which
had me bogged down to the hocks.)
It may be liver, or my squeam in-
flamed, but my mind ain't easy, and
the Sky-lin-e folk may think I'm only
Joshing with them fires.
I can't leave Kate to ride for help,
I can't shift her, I can't send Billy to
the constable without breaking my
the poem by Amos F. McMahon of
Mexico City, and the ode by William
the trail right away, with Iron Dale
for leader. Carried, With symptoms
"Drink, op I'll Splash Your Brains
on the Floor."
of one robber expecting an inquest,
Two miles south, right where the up
;;ir cliS cuts off the end of our pasture.
of toothache disabling one of his men R. Burlingame of New York City.
Dale told off O'Flynn and Brans- During the afternoon the members
after. Murtiered in the limb she was,combe to stampede the cattle just at :.':e;o's our cave full of captured bn-!'.!ts,- '
to wit: Whiskers, Bull Durham, of the class of '14 escorted hundreds;,
of pretty girls at spreads and Inn
contract with the Sky-lin- and I don't
divulge nothin' to William O'Flynn,
Esquire, who talks to the moon rather
and as I left to follow the sounds of
them escaping robbers, I didn't havefitn?er, and the dago. Down on the
glint of dawn, sending 'em past the
cave, and shoeing and yelling as if
there was no hereafter. That should time to send a carpenter.bench in front of the cave is our
guard-cam- p with Iron Dale in com-
mand, and Kate with the boys having
than waste conversation.
If I make a letter for Dale, and slip interest the robbers, and bring them
out of the caVe which overlooks our
cheons, cheered all tho college build
ings, conducted the ivy exercises an!
went through traditional "stunts" at
the Stadium, and wound uj the day.
with teas, dinners, musle and dancing.
Upon the correct answer to
this question will depend
much of the pleasure of your
outing.' Why not avail your-
self of the assistance of the
undersigned, one of the San-
ta Fe's summer tour special-
ists? His help will cost you
nothing, but you will find it
invaluable.
It into the pouch, Billy won't know, or (To be Continued Tomorrowsupper. Right home at the ranch
house is me finishing my chores, and
the widow spoiling hash for my sup all at once. It's a sure fact that
fossip if he happens to meet In with
stray robbers. I'll get him up and
off by midnight to the Sky-lin- in
time for the supper pies, and the boys
widow was plenty busy, and what withper, because she hates me worse nor DOCTORS ATTEND MEETING.
Minneapolis, Minn., June 17, With
When the baby is suffering the doa-
ble affliction of hot weather and bow-
el disorders, the remedy needed 53
MnRRK'S RAP.V ET'XIB. Tt rfldHCP.9
will be surging down to the ferry be-
fore midnight. Now I musst make up
some iies to hasten Billy's timid foot
clinics arranged for every depart
the feverish condition, corrects tfco
stomach and checks looseness of thsteps along
the path of duty.
III.
slinging that emetic at the patient,
and gently introducing the lady to the
kitchen cupboard, wall, I declare I
didn't have a dull moment Then di
tant shots brought us all up standing.
"At last!" Billy shouted, "they're
off!"
"Who's off?"
"Father and hie men escaped wL
I kep' you in talk. Fooled, ,Toss:!
Fooled! I fooled you to the eye!
My father's Larry O'Flynn, Captnr:
Larry O'Flynn, captain of the out
Billy hastened away at midnight to
snakes for being a Protestant. Away
off beyond the horizon is old man
Brown cussing blue streaks 'cause he
can't find much constable.
Such being the combinations at supper-
-time, along comes the widow's or-
phan, young Billy O'Flynn, who
handles my pack contract with the
Sky-lin- He's supposed to be on duty
at the guard-camp- , and his riding hack
to the home ranch completely disar-
ranges the landscape. I'm busy, hun-
gry, and expected to take charge of
til? night guard at the cave, but twr.e-ho-
this Billy attrncta my a:.: .ill
tell Dale that pigeon's milk is selling
at eighty-fou- r and three-fourth- s. He
believes that it he can get that secret
Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
California, the Northwest
Chicago, Adirondacks, the
Northern Lake Regions, or
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
this summer? '
bowels. Price 2.c and 50c pr home.Sold by Central Drug Co.
CELEBRATING BUNKER Hi! I DAY
F,''on, J inp IT 11" t
ubu y tf thf 11 it ' i
is t ocUbru't 1 to! , t
Grea cr Eo-'o- -i i ,
Intelligence to Iron in good time, he's
to share the profits. Fact is, that
pasture. Looking down at a sharp
ungle, they weren't likely to hit our
riders, whereas our posse, posted in
good cover with a steady aim could
attend to the robbers with prompt-
ness and despatch.
Crossing the ferry our main outfit
left Billy and Branscombe td start
drifting the cattle southward, while
we rode on to take up our positions
around the cave. In the ruined shack,
half-wa- y to our home, Kate was to
have a candle, screened so that it
could only be eeen from our trail. We
passed my fence, we crossed the half-mil-e
creek, we gathered speed along
the open pasture, and then Kate's yell
went through me like a knife. The
robbers must have had a man on night
herd, and found her by that light!
Dale's hand grabbed my rein, and
with a growl he halted our whole
outfit.- "Steady," says he, "you fool!"
Then in a whisper, as his men came
crowding in: "Dismount! Ransome,
hold horses! Sam, take three men
afoot round the rear of that cabin. I
take the reet to close In the front.'
Siwash, and Nltchle Scott, find ene-
my's horsoa and drift them away out
of reach. No man to whlsuer. no raw--
Iron's late wife made him the laugh
laws!" My, there was pride in thating-stoc- of the plains over some Joke
she put up" on him connected with lad! He sat on the table m the dusk
ment of medicine and surgery and
with daily sessions planned for many
departments or sections the annual
convention of the American Medical
association was opened here today
with several thousand physicians and
surgeons in attendance from the
Uited! States and Canada and some
from other countries. The conven-
tion will continue until the end of
the week. Its work is divided among
the house of delegates, which trans-
acts the business of the association,
and the daily sessions of various de-
partments at which will be read many
papers on subjects ot medical and'
surgical interest The opening gen-
eral meeting of tha association vas
held in tho Auditorium this after-
noon and was presided over hy Dr.
Abraham JacoU of New York.
acting a whole loi n .:;- -; 'pigeon's milk, so that Billy's share of
the profits will be delivered on the
fighting to keep awake, rubbing his
eyes with his sleeve. "He's give mg
leave to join, end I'm hitting the trail
tonight hitting the trail, d'ye hear?"
toe of Dale's boot. He's breaking rec
ords to make the Sky-lin- e quick.
Nothing happened this morning, ex
lUa 11P 4 6
(LaihJ'M, t - '
b&t "l f i 1
n an's r n i 1 i 11
!:!--
', urdi'I
C i , h
u I t
His eyes closed, his voice trailed ofl
cept Bull Durham, calling himself
Complete information about sum-
mer fares and train service, etc.,
sent promptly, if you address
"
; 0. I, BATCHELO.l
"' '!
,ir.-- t
to a whisper.
of bringing mc; ;"
Dale, he rides slr&k'ht to the lean-t-
kitchen, off his pony, and whis-
pers for his mother. I sneaks through
the house to the kitchen in time to
see this widow with a slip of paper,
brown paper what we used to wrap up
the prisoners' lunch. At. Biht of
Bite gets rnoaest, shoving it into the
stove, hut. I . themes nrorai.ieii
Brooke. He, the gent with the sad Outside I could hear a rider coming
cwtft an nalo'a voice haillns. ".Tpkrp.!eyes, who came to make love to my
wife. He paid me one hundred dol
-
- - -
- -ii v, uuu " j.
Jesse!"lars for pasturage. Then I axed him
"Jesse," the lad was muUerlap, "lift
his sloe's, and b's wmaa. bra listo stay to dinner, and Kate says shenever seen me bo talkative. ?t!!
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3 CASHFlQCAL GREENBERGER'SJohn Koogler has resigned his po-sition at the superintendent's officepf (be Santa Fe Railway com-pany and eutered the employ of the
Las Vegas Light and Power comill nil '!, i(Hi-- r Mdl HOC?lamps at $.02 o'clock pany, taldiv the place of Miss MayLight auto
this evening.
t WK i 1 MSC0UNT SALESchlott, who has resigned.
Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
The attendants and employes of
the insane asylum will call at the
Las Vegas Undertaking company's
chapel tomorrow and view the body
of George W. Ward. It will be im-
possible for employes and attendants
Lost Long black purse containing
$20 bill and gold pencil. Return to
Optic and receive reward. Adv.
16th-17th-lot- h to attend the funeral services on ac
count of duty at .the asylum.Finch's Goldei Wedding nye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the distil-
lery to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Adv. t
The body of the late George W.
Ward will lie in state tomorrow at --
the chapel of the Las Vegas Under-
taking company between the hours of
100 pounds Sugar
18 pounds Sugar
8 pounds New Potatoes
4 pounds good Coffee
9 and 11 a. m. and 2 and 4 p. m. The
Bulgarian neckwear at 35c; else-
where you will pay more money. See
our window display. Taichert's
Clothing Store.
body may be seen by friends Thurs
15.50
$1.00
25c
$1.00
25o
-- 25C
25c
25c
For MONDAY
TUESDAY AND
WEDNESDAY
20 Discount Allowed
ON ALL RUGS
On ALL LACE CURTAINS.
AND CURTAIN NETS
ON ALL BRASS AND METAL
BEDS AND CHILDREN'S
CRIBS
ON ANY BUFFET SIDE-
BOARD AND CHINA
CLOSET
EVERYTHING MARKED IN
PLAIN FIGURES
TfifllTl
Opposite the Y. Mi C. A.
day morning between 9 o'clock and 11
oclock. The casket will be closed at
the funeral services.
4 cans Extra good Baked Beans
3 cans good Corn
3 cans String Beans -- .. '.
Monarch Fruits, peaches, Plums, Apricots, per can- -
Special $12.95 will buy all wool
or worsted suits worth $15. $18 and
$2o. Come in and have a look. Tai-
chert's Clothing Store.
This Fruit is Exlra Fine
Just received a new shipment of
Panama and white hats which will be
placed on sale at a great reduction.
The funeral services of Mrs. Mary
Uptegrove were held this morning
from the First Presbyterian church.
The services were attended by many
friends of Mrs. Uptegrove. Rev. Nor-
man Skinner officiated. Interment was
in the Masonic cemetery. The pall-
bearers were J. H. York, F. O. Blood,
C. D. Boucher, Charles Tamme, Upton
Hays and C. H. Baily.
JTrs. A. Standish. Adv.
Tomorrow night at Lincoln park
25c
25c
..$3.00
25c
25c
40c
35c
75c
50c
3 boxes any 10c Crackers -
3 boxes Maconi, VermacilVi, Spaghetti ..
1 box W. E. Soap -
""
8 bars W. E. Soap
3 boxes Starch
1 pound' W. H. Baker Cocoa
1 pound W. II. Baker Chocolate- - -
10 pounds Pure Lard -t
5 pounds Pure Lard --- ,?-
3 pounds Pure Lard
-- W MICHAELS,$TERNC0.
, HOCHESIBJ, HI-"-
the Greater Las Vegas band will give
a concert. This will be the first con-
cert that has been given in this park
for several years, and probably will
be-- well attended.
Dr. H. M. Smith today examined
t . Louis Newman and Harry Shaffer andn ra found them in perfect condition for n Mens, Boys and Children's
Word received from Albuquerque to-
day states that three cars loaded to
the capacity with fight fans left the
Duke City this morning and will ar-
rive in Vegas this evening. Three
cars from Santa Fe joined the Albu-
querque bunch at Glorieta, and will
come to Las Vegas with the Duke City
fans. A number of Vegas cars left
this afternoon over the Santa Fe road
and will escort the strangers to the
city..
TOMORROW
at the Y. Nl. C. A.their fight tonight. Both boys havec94L3U Clothing :strong constitutions and the generalprediction Is that their bout will be
closely contested. BEGINIKG '.'MONDAY JUNE
16 ANDitJASTING 7 DAYS
Junior class 415 o clock.
Business Men's club 5:30 o'clock.
The business men tomorrow will
have a special class and will play a
game of volleyball for the entertain-
ment of the summer students of the
New Mexico Normal University, who
will attend as spectators.
The signs which have been placed
in front of the Y. M. C. A. building
are attracting great attention and
have been instrumental in securing
several new members for the "Y."
Signs announcing the opening of the
THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN summer camp also have been placed
in and around the city and axe at
Pryor 15. Timinons, a graduate of
the New Mexico Normal University
in the class of 1913, has been elected
to the principalship of the Porta'ies
high school. Mr. Timmons is one of
the brightest young men among the
Normal graduates, and is sure to
make good in his new position. That
he was able to secure so good a po-
sition immediately upon finishing his
schooling is a testimonial to his
scholarship and the prestige of his
alma mater.
tracting attention. A number of
boys will 'leave tomorrow for the
camp site to begin the erection of
the tents.
CARD OF THANKS.
Through the columns of the Optic,
we the undersigned wish to extend
to all our friends our most heartfelt
thanks for the manner m which they
all came to us with assistance and
tributes, and have stood by us In
"HUI1TS QUALITY FRUITS"
TIIE KIND THAT IS NOT LYE-PEELE-
Highest In Quality-Delici- ous In Fl vour
A report reached Las Vegas today
to the effect that Fred Anton, who is
We find --we are overstocked on
clothing aiidj'in order to lower our
stock it becomes neccessary for us to
ForGQ Qafao. We are going to give
you One Fifth of our selling price if
you will help us get rid of these
goods. This means our entire new
Spring stock of Hart Schaffner &
Marx, ll System, Clothcraft and
Michaels 'Stern Suits.
the grief that visited up when our
now located at San Marcial in the ca
pacity of assistant trainmaster for
the Rio Grand' division of the Santa
beloved mother, Mrs. M. M. Upte-
grove, was laid to rest.
ROSS UPTEGROVE,
MRS. C. F. JONES,
Mrs. F. P. WERRING.
Fe Railway company, was seriously
injured yesterday at that place. ,Thek Insist on "Hunts" if you wetnt the hignest
fj quality in canned fruits
report is untrue and was started by
a "boomer" brakeman at San Mar-
cial, it is said. The report was de-
nied by the head trainmaster at Al-
buquerque last nightAt J. H. STEAfLNS
Out of respect for the memory of
the late George W. Ward, it has been
suggested that the stores and offices
in Las Vegas be closed during the
hour of his funeral Thursday after-
noon. The religious services at St.
Paul's Memorial Episcopal church
wfll occur between 3:15 and 4:15
o'clock. It is at this period that It
Is suggested the . stores be closed.
From 2:30 until 3:15 o'clock, the Ma-
sonic Grand Lodge of New Mexico
will conduct Masonic services in the
Masonic temple. George Ward lived
In Las Vegas for many years, and
he was known and loved by many
people. The movement for honoring
his memory is meeting with a ready
response. , It is right that it should.
UNION REVIVAL MEETINGS
A conference of pastors and men
from the several churehes of the city
was held last night at the Methodist
church when it was decided to unite
in a series of revival services under
the leadership of ah able evangelist
now in New Mexico.
July 9 is the date aset for the begin-
ning of these meetings, the place to
be determined by the wishes of the
evangelist.
Committees were selected to for-
ward the interests of the movement
in advance and a season of real reli-
gious awakening is anticipated by the
church people.
tf r
IS MADE FROM
PASTEURIZED CREAM
' ASK YOUR. CiROCER.
IT SATISFIES v
THE FAMOUSNOTICE.
East Las Vegas, N. M., June 17,
1913. From this date I will not be
A considerable number of the na-
tive people of Las Vegas and vicinity
gathered in the court house yester-
day, voted down by a large majority
a proposition to form a
party or association, the purpose of
which is to assure to the Spanish-America- n
citizens their full share of
offices within the gift of the people
of New Mexico. The sentiment pre-
vailed that such a move would1 not
prove successful and was, in fact, not
necessary, as the native people al-
ways have enjoyed holding many im-
portant offices. It was shown, too,
that such a move would be fated to
a short life because or the fact that
It would be made up of members of
all political parties and there would
be a consequent lack pf harmony.
Many of the speakers stated that the
meeting was uncalled for, as the
Spanish-America- n people are not dis-
satisfied. It is understood the assem-
blage was called together by O. A.
Larrazolo.
FQRCELOID LINED
, responsible for any accounts con
tracted by my wife.
Adv. ' J. J. RAFTERY.CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co f
"HARVEY'S"
Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Old management; old rates. Car-
riage out every Saturday. Leave
at Murpbey's or Plaza hotel.
REFRIGERATORS
WMm-- i
. . .. .. .L'i - ' dura!e as porcelain and
Ji- - --stJ no more expensive than white
PLAIN FACTS
That Potter's can serve that next
party of yours at less expense and
worry, with the best of service and re-
freshments than you can. Let uu
quote you prices on any number of
people. "
THE POTTER CANDY CO. Adv.
The Store of Hie Best of Everything Ealabli sess1' enamelI SANITARY
BAKERY GOODSORCaSSPFCiiLSA
A LAEGE SHIPMENT JUST RECEIVED
A R lieble ce Salving R.efrlgera.tor o.t a.
Moderak.te Cost
See Our Line Today
J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
Exclusive Local Agents
THE REST THAT
CAN BE MADEmCJH B&-W- -B ' - - '.r i -:
on evny Suit in the house
For 5 -- Days Only
commencing Monday, Jvine lb ,
if, pounds Sugar ' ..... ?1-'3-
U) pounds Sugar 5'5 We are head-
quarters for fresh7 bars White Star Soap7 bars Lenox Soap I C
a Vegetables and7 bar3 Tar Soap .. f)
Fruits in Season3 Mb. Packages Gloss Starch irZ bottles Blueing jHi
n boxes of Self-Risin- g Buckwheat..'. lociety lira i
If it may be termed a science must
include a means of presenting the
'
proposition .to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest us3 the
OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS
13 STHAWDERRIES AND
The
Science ol
Selling
Farms
too wMr'vr
t'PfiP O "f V- IX-)- ? Pr
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z iosa Patent Flour or Empress .$1.50
Boss Patent Flour or Empress 80
sacfe old Homestead Flour 1.40
'.4 flack old Homestead Flour 73
1 pound rack Honey 15
1 gal. can 45c Lemon Cling Sliced Peaches ., 35
1 CHERRIES EVE1Y DAY I
and
StylepKis $17 Suits
in blues, blacks, light and dark shades
cvt the
i1
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